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3.0 Abstract:
The increasing number of Government funded research centres in Ireland is being
established with the strategic objective of enabling collaborative access for Industry to skills
competencies and equipment within academia. The driving force for this strategy is the
development of new products and services which are ultimately expected to increase
economic growth and sustainability in the Irish economy through increased employed and
exchequer revenue. Nevertheless, a distinct cultural difference exists between the two
entities and an element of mistrust exists between both the academic and industrial
communities. Yet, the success of these Industry/ Academic collaborations (IACs) could have
profound implications for the future of the Irish economy and its reputation for high level
research.
This research will investigate the risks associated with IACs and determine the risk
mitigation strategies applied by the consortia investigated to increase the probability of
project success at a local level and the success of IACs at a global level. A significant
amount of tax payers money has been invested in public private R&D partnerships and this
research will aim to ensure that, not only is this money used effectively, but that it generates
the returns to the economy as expected by the Irish Government and its associated research
funding institutions. This research will also suggest further strategies for increasing
collaborations in IACs and provide suitable further areas of research to ensure that this
national strategy for innovative product development is not only successful at an Irish level
but also has global implications for industry lead academic research and the benefits for
society that that by this research model can provide.

4.0 Introduction
4.1Background

Figure 1 Irish Funding Agencies (Ferguson, 2016)
7|Page

The Irish Government through Science foundation Ireland (SFI), Enterprise Ireland (EI) and
the Industrial Development Agency, Ireland (IDA) have invested approximately €500 million
over the previous 5 years on 42 Industry academic collaborative (IAC) research centres
located throughout Ireland
These Research Providing Organisations (RPOs) are categorized as Technology
Gateways, located in Institutes of Technology (IoTs). Technology Centres located in IoTs
and Universities and SFI centres predominantly located in Universities. While the remit of
each type of centre varies in terms of the nature and type of research they undertake and
the developmental horizons they address they all have one defining feature, continued state
funded is contingent on ongoing and substantial co-investment from the Industry partners,
hence, these centres are all collaborative in nature. The success of these centres may be
defined in terms of the value of the research they provide to Industry and the ability of
Industry to translate this research into tangible benefits for the economy in terms of new
product development (NPD), increased employment and enhanced exchequer revenue.
Numerous international economic studies have highlighted the importance and value of
public investment in scientific research. A recent economic analysis commissioned by the
British Treasury concluded that for every £1 invested by Government in basic research, the
private return was 37p per year (Ferguson, 2016). Therefore, National Governments across
the world have encouraged and supported these collaborative ventures as this model
enables Industry access to the skills, expertise, competencies and infrastructure available in
academia. This model is particularly important for small and medium enterprises (SMEs)
where development of internal R&D capabilities is typically beyond their financial capacity.
Furthermore, the establishment of a successful research infrastructure can, and is being,
used to attract foreign direct investment as evidenced by the co- funding of Technology
Centres by the IDA. However, the long term success and continued funding of these
collaborative ventures will depend on the success of the projects and the alignment of goals,
objectives and expectations amongst the stakeholders.
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Figure 2: Geographical Location of Enterprise Ireland funded Technology Gateways
(enterprise-ireland.com, 2016).

4.2 Risk Management
Project management is now almost universally accepted as a necessary or requisite
framework for the successful development of new processes, products, services and as a
mechanism to successfully implementing change within an organisation. The PMBOK lists
10 knowledge areas which are required to successfully execute a project (Snyder, 2013).
One of these is Risk Management which can be applied to 1 or all of the process groups of
Initiation,

Planning,

Executing,

Monitoring/Controlling

and

Closure.

The

Project

Management Institute defines project risk as “an uncertain event or condition that, if it
occurs, has a positive or negative effect on a project’s objectives” (Project Management
Institute, 2013). The Association for Project Management (APM) uses a similar definition,
defining risk as “an uncertain event or set of circumstances that, should it occur, will have an
effect on the achievement of the project’s objectives” (apm.org.uk, 2016). The processes of
project risk management as outlined in ISO 31000 (ISO, 2009), an international standard for
risk management, are representative of the common project management process found in
these methodologies:
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Communicate and consult with stakeholders throughout the project.



Establish the context for project risk management e.g. policies, roles



Identify risks events and their causes



Analyse risks – i.e. consequence and likelihood of each risk event.



Evaluate risks - prioritisation of risk events for management.



Treat risks – i.e. implementation of strategies to manage risk events



Monitor and review effectiveness of the project risk management process.

However, arguably the most extensive and well executed risk management methodologies
have been developed by the Project Management Institute (PMI) as described in the
PMBOK. The PMBOK is an extremely extensive methodology for identifying, analysing,
ranking, mitigating, quantifying, and costing risks throughout the entire project life cycle. It is
perhaps one of the most time and labour intensive processes associated with project
management due to its strong correlation to project success in terms of scope cost and
schedule adherence. A full explanation of the PMBOK risk methodologies is outside the
scope of this research thesis; however Figure 3 demonstrates its complexity, while Figure 4
demonstrates its integration in relation to all process groups and knowledge areas of project
management.
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Figure 3 PMBOK Project Risk Management Framework including Inputs Tools &
Techniques and Outputs (A guide to the project management body of knowledge, 2013 p.
312)
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Figure 4: PMBOK Risk Management Methodology and its Integration into and
Relevance to all Project Management Process and knowledge groups (A guide to the
project management body of knowledge, 2013 p. 320

Further to the PMBOK methodology, a body of evidence is available in the published
literature demonstrating a positive correlation between Risk management and project
success (de Bakker, Boonstra, & Wortmann, 2011), while further studies have shown a
positive relationship between project risk management and the success of research and
development (R&D) projects, (Mu, Peng, & MacLachlan, 2009; Salomo, Weise, &
Gemünden, 2007). However, while Risk Management procedures and protocols are well
defined for Industry (see Section 5.2) there is little published literature on risk mitigation in
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academia with the limited evidence available suggesting that it is poorly defined in this sector
(see Section 5.3). This raises the question as to how Risk Management is addressed in
collaborations between the two entities. Furthermore the stakeholder map is complex (see
Figure 5 for an example) and includes inter alia the Industry Partners, Funding Agencies, the
host University, the Research Centre, The Principal Investigators and the Technical Transfer
offices all of which may have different definitions of success; hence, they may also have a
different understanding of risk further increasing the complexity of risk management in this
environment. Furthermore, this is likely to create tensions between the stakeholders
potentially compromising the future success of the research centres. As a result this
research aims to determine what risk mitigation strategies are deployed in IACs; hence the
main research questions question is proposed in the following section.

Figure 5: Institute of Shock Physics Organization structure and Stakeholder Map. (
Philbin, 2011 pg 107).
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4.3 Research Objectives
The primary research objective of this thesis is determine what risk management strategies
are deployed in IACs and why. As explained in Section 3.2.3 this research is Inductive and
qualitative; hence, no discrete hypothesis can be developed prior to the research being
conducted, Nevertheless, the answers to these questions and the results and conclusions
from this research could ultimately lead to a framework by which Industry funded research
centres in Ireland and globally can identify best practice and the barriers to implementation
of risk management practices. This could be expected to lead to the realisation of benefits
for all stakeholders, in particular the efficient and effective use of taxpayer’s money in
maximising research benefits for society at large. However, as will be explained in Section
3.0. Due to the lack of published literature in the area of IACs this research will be
exploratory and Inductive; as a result no hypothesis can be formed. Nevertheless the
outputs form this thesis may form the foundation for further quantitative and deductive
research in this nascent field of enquiry. This could lead to an established, recognised and
accepted paradigm for risk management in IACs
4.4 Primary Research Question
“What Risk Analysis Techniques are Deployed in Industry Funded Academic
Research Centres”?

As discussed in Section 5.2 there is a wealth of risk management techniques available to
researchers in Industry. The selection and deployment of these methodologies depend on a
number of different factors including inter alia the type of research, stage of development
and organizational culture and what risks are relevant to the nature of the project. The
elucidation of these factors will be important to understanding what risk analysis techniques
have been selected. There are also 2 sub-questions related to the main question that will be
need to be addressed in order to fully understand the nature of Risk Management in these
joint ventures. These are:
4.4.1 Sub-question 1:
“Why Were the Risk Management Techniques Selected and How are they
Implemented and Monitored?”

This question is important in understanding how the risk management techniques were
selected. Were they imposed by industry as a prerequisite to funding? Were they resisted
14 | P a g e

by academia as being barriers to creativity and innovation? Did this cause tensions and
conflicts with the potential to impact ongoing relationships between the partners? Who was
responsible for identifying risk? Is risk management the responsibility of the host institution
or the remit of the Industry partner? These are topics that are not covered in the literature yet
could be considered fundamental to project success.

4.4.2 Sub-question 2
“What are the Critical to Success Factors of Industry Funded Research Centres and
Do They Differ Across the Various Stakeholders?”

In order to manage risk it is first necessary to define risk which is not possible without first
understanding what constitutes project success. Due to the complex stakeholder map there
may be various and perhaps conflicted definitions of project success. Therefore, this
question will attempt to elucidate factors relevant to the success of IACs in Ireland and their
relation to Risk Management.
4.5 Recipients for Research
Dublin Business School will be the principal recipient for this dissertation entitled
“Approaches to Risk Management in Research and Development: An Analysis of Public /
Private Partnerships in Ireland” This dissertation is submitted to satisfy the final module of
the Masters Business Administration (Project Management) course at Dublin Business
School.

4.6 Suitability of the Researcher
The topic of Project Management and Risk Management in particular is of extreme interest
to this researcher having worked in both the public and private sectors in the field of
research and development. Previous academic achievements include a BA in Natural
Sciences together with an M.Sc. and Ph.D. from Trinity College Dublin alos in the natural
sciences. I am, as of June 2016, A Project Management Professional (PMP) as accredited
by the Project Management Institute (PMI). I therefore, believe I am suitably qualified to
conduct this research
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5.0 Literature Review

5.1 Introduction

As per the research question and related sub-questions 4 themes were identified these are:


Theme 1: R&D Risk Management in Industry



Theme 2: R&D Risk Management in Academia



Theme 3: Critical to Success Factors and Risks associated with IACs



Theme 4: The Impact of Culture on Risk Management

A critical review of the literature pertaining to each of these themes will be conducted in the
following Sections. This literature review will attempt to identify current risk management
strategies in Industry, their correlation to project success and the reasons for selection of
certain mitigation strategies. Risk management in academia will also be addressed and how
it differs from Industry, potential barriers to implementation and critical to success factors in
IACs as defined in the available literature. The Impact of culture on Risk Management and
identification of risk will also be addressed.
5.2 Theme 1: R&D Risk Management in Industry
Of the types of projects undertaken by Industry is widely acknowledged that research
and Development projects (R&D), also known innovation projects are inherently uncertain,
as a result the risks associated with these types of projects could be categorized as
extremely high (Luppino, et al 2014). Furthermore, the number and nature of risks
associated with these projects are numerous. In order to identify risk management
techniques and determine best practice for R&D projects a number of studies were
conducted. However, these findings suggested that some of these frameworks and risk
management techniques were more applicable to certain industries than others; as a result
there is no consensus on the type of risk management techniques that can be universally
applied to R&D projects. Carbone and Tippett (2004) and Souza dos Santos and Cabral
(2008) suggest the use of Failure Mode Effects Analysis (FMEA) coupled with the PMBOK
risk management methodology. Wageman (2004) recommends the use of checklists and
templates, interviewing experts in the field of risk analysis, analysing decisions and their
impacts and network analysis coupled with cost and schedule risk simulation. Kwak and
Dixon (2008) in a comprehensive framework expanded on previous research by elucidating
13 practices for risk management which include inter alia formulating a risk decision model,
leveraging academic research and expertise, outsourcing where possible, focusing on
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regulatory risk, using scenario planning, employing risk management expertise and
controlling project timelines. Park’s, 2010, framework consists of a three-stage process
containing risk assessment, risk management and performance measurement which
according to the author demonstrated a reduction in risk with a concurrent increase in project
performance. Vargas-Hernández (2011) suggests a 4 phase risk management methodology,
namely, identifying parameters, analysing, solving and monitoring, and lessons learnt. A
number of studies including Wang, Lin and Huang (2010) and Rotaru (2014) have
demonstrated that alignment of the project to corporate strategy and the implementation of a
balanced scorecard (BSC) as a performance measuring system increased the likelihood of
R&D project success. Following this research Wang and Yang (2012) suggest that
managerial flexibility in relation to R&D planning i.e. not rigidly applying protocols but
tailoring the approach to the nature of the projects and company culture was demonstrated
to decrease technical and market risks. Supporting this assertion, Sauser et al. (2009)
recommending the use of project management contingency theory, which states that in
specific environments, different approaches are more or less effective, which may help
establish new perceptions on project success and failure beyond the traditional critical to
success factors such as time and cost. Contingency theory has also been demonstrated to
have a positive effect on risk management in project portfolio management (Teller et al.
2014). Finally Bowers and Khorakian (2014) present a risk management model for
innovation projects that uses a stage gate process during which the project is analysed at
various points throughout the project life cycle where if it fails to meet predetermined criteria
the project can be terminated. In addition, the researchers suggest that risk management
needs to be applied in differential manner with simple, unobtrusive techniques early in the
project life cycle with more substantial, quantitative methods being considered during later
stages. The season being, the authors believed that excessive risk management could deter
radical suggestions, hence, stifling creativity. This assertion is further supported by Dewett
(2004) who recommends risk management is deployed selectively in R&D projects, as
excessive risk management, particularly in the early stages, has the potential to restrict
innovation.
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Figure 6: A framework combining risk and innovation management (Bowers and
Khorakian, 2014)

Nevertheless while risk management is also universally regarded as an essential tool for
ensuring project success the degree of risk management and the application of associated
tools and techniques has been demonstrated to vary significantly across different industries.
Walewski et al. (2004) report that projects occurring within one or more of the following
features are significantly more likely to need a comprehensive, detailed risk management
process:


large projects,



long planning horizons,



substantial resources,
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significant novelty,



Complexity

There is also debate in the literature as to when where and how often Risk Management are
conducted. According to Kwak and Dixon (2008) as the size and complexity of the project
increases, the effort for risk management increases exponentially, as does the cost and
resources required to effectively carry out the program. Other authors suggest that risk
management is only applied in the early stages of the project as uncertainty is a more
common feature during this phase of the project management lifecycle. Kwak and Dixon
(2008) undertaking research in the pharmaceutical industry suggest that sometimes risk
management is only being done during initiation because it is a formal requirement for
approval of the project plan and not because it is a valuable project management tool in its
own right.
Interesting it has been demonstrated that risk management is not an easy
straightforward applicable solution in unforeseeable highly uncertain contexts such as
research and development projects. (Besner and Hobbs, 2012) have demonstrated that risk
management, as it is generally defined in the literature and performed by experienced
project practitioners is confined to relatively “certain environments”. In fact, the researchers
concluded all traditional project management tools and techniques are used more
extensively on better defined projects. Specifically looking at risk management has brought
into light the systematic bias of the project management paradigm towards well-defined
projects. This has possible ramifications for IAC research projects where scope and project
character may be poorly defined while concurrently project risk is at its highest.

5.3 Theme 2: R&D Risk Management in Academia
“The Future We Want” the outcome document of the 2012 United Nations Conference on
Sustainable Development suggests that the advancement of sustainability through societal
collaboration with various functions such as education, research and outreach will
increasingly constitute a core mission for universities. Projecting this trend out into the
following decade, these documents suggest three unique scenarios; namely, a socially-,
environmentally- and economically-oriented university. Pursuit of sustainable development
through each of these would see unique and fundamental changes. These would affect the
principle university mission, focus areas, emphasized disciplines, view of education for
sustainable development, core external partners, projects and outputs with external
stakeholders, geographical focus, and main functions involved. This is a significant
departure for a university from one that is education driven to one which is commercially
focussed through commercialisation of research through collaboration with industry and the
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formation of campus spin out companies (Binaghi et al., 2016). Therefore, significant
pressure is being applied to universities to engage in IAC and increase R&D revenue
through this process.
While numerous studies have demonstrated the positive effects of risk management
when applied to R&D projects these have been primarily conducted in an industry context
where critical to success factors and stakeholder maps are well defined. However, the
literature on the benefits of risk management in academia are less clear with little published
literature on risk mitigation strategies in the public sector. Indeed there is little evidence
suggesting that academic projects adhere to project management principles and guidelines
(Mustaro & Rossi, 2013) ;although there is evidence suggesting that the prevalence of
project management offices (PMOs) is increasing in university research institutes (Philbin,
2011). Baccarini, & Melville (2011) in an exploratory study on an academic Institute in
Australia found that formal risk management is rarely or never applied to research projects
and that the critical risks related to the quality are not ranked as significant. They conclude
by suggesting that further research into the risk management of research projects is
warranted in order to add to the existing limited body of knowledge in this area. Bardsley
(1999) suggests if project risk is ignored, then the project portfolio may not be managed in
an optimal way. As a result portfolio managers in Industry are risk averse as a high risk
project with a chance of success at 10% provides little information to the manager as good
researchers are unlikely to differentiate themselves from bad in a reasonable time. Whereas
a less risky project, with a 90% chance of success, enabled more robust reward and
incentive schemes to be employed. Traditionally academic research projects could be
categorized as extremely high risk as they are typically fundamental in nature attempting to
further human understanding of complex natural systems. Therefore, it could be surmised
that risk management is irrelevant in this context; hence Bardsley’s findings in an academic
environment may not be relevant.
Philbin (2011) reports on a case study related to the Shock Physics Institute at
Imperial College London which undertakes Industry funded research. It was found that the
FMEA (failure modes and effects analysis) technique was deployed; however safety risk was
more mature than project risk compromising a risk register, which provided analysis of the
risks, details on their likely occurrence, severity, mitigation, action required, and owner.
The European Union under a number of Framework programs supplements national
funding of R&D research programs. Most recently the Horizon 2020 programs aims to spend
€70 billion over a number of thematic areas in a bid to increase jobs and employment in the
European Union. Interestingly despite the limited information on Risk Management in IACs
Baptia et al. (2015) explored this knowledge area pertaining to EU funded IACs and
identified a number of risk mitigation protocols that were deployed in these collaborations
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They claim this methodology was based on rules delimited by the European Commission in
respect to the functioning of the co-promotion projects that were founding by the old
investment Framework Programme FP7. The primary risk identified was ownership of
background IP prior to the projects and the IP generated during the execution of the project.
This risk was mitigated through the use of an IP registered (patents, know-how, protocols
etc.). Other risk mitigation protocols they identified were:


The definition of team cooperation software platforms to be adopted.



Monitoring the work, including technical results and deliverable preparation



Monitoring the use of resources according to the technical activities by task leaders
against technical milestones



Defining the outputs and project objectives



Coordinating internal review of project’s outputs



addressing and verifying the coordination between related WPs



Verifying the respect of deadlines, technical objectives and technical critical issues



Providing organization of physical and virtual meetings with regular deadlines, in
accordance with the project plan, to assess the degree of completion of project
objectives.

Whether these can be defined as novel risk mitigation strategies developed for IACs or
simply elements of recommended PMBOK project management practices is open to debate.

5.4 Theme 3: Critical to Success Factors and Risks associated with of Industry
Funded Academic Research Centres
Uncertainty, and hence risk, in IAC joint research projects has been proposed to be higher
than in intra and inter company research and development partnerships due to the fact that
they are typically characterized by more ambitious research targets. IACs are usually
concerned with R&D on the technological frontier, on new technological fields and aimed at
radical breakthrough innovation (Nakamura et al. 2003; Mora-Valentin et al. 2004). As a
consequence, participants in these agreements may have to deal with a higher rate of
unpredictability and the realisation that research outcomes may differ from those expected or
predicted. Nevertheless, historically Industry also engages with academia to outsource
research, in part, to reduce the “moral hazard” associated with intra firm RD partnerships. It
has been suggested that IACs are usually less exposed to opportunistic behaviour, as the
academic partnership, at least in the short to medium term, is unlikely to become a
competitor as typically they lack the infrastructure, competences and expertise to
commercialize technology and compete in commercial markets (Bercovitz and Feldman
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2007). Nevertheless, with the trend towards on-campus spin-in and spin-out companies
becoming more prevalent this threat of IP “leakage” is nevertheless growing. Lee (2000) has
suggested that the risk of industrial secrets transfer from the academic partner to future or
current collaborators is prevented by confidentiality agreements (CDAs), however, these are
less formal and depending on the jurisdiction in which they are applied, may not be not
legally binding. Many are regarded as precursor to more formal and legally binding licensing
agreements which can take a considerable period of time to agree terms and conditions,
,thus leaving scope for illicit IP disclosure which remains a significant business risk for the
Industry partner. IP ownership transfer and leakage is even more complication as the entities
being researched, as the subject of this proposal, can be multi collaborative ventures and
not simple two way IAC relationships. They are essentially defined as consortium of
companies pooling resources to investigate intransigent research problems that they cannot
address in isolation. Risks pertaining to IP are expected to be even greater in the
environment. Hence the management of IP and associated risk in the environment will be of
significant interest.
Interestingly, in relation to the management of IAC projects, Morandi (2011) suggests
that it is unusual for a single Project Manager to be assigned to manage the IAC with the
usual role of a PM including persuasion, negotiation and exchange of information delegated
to a form of central authority. Morandi (2011) also suggests the absence of a project
manager can also be explained by the fact that, generally, no organization is likely to give a
manager of another organization the authority over its own systems. Nevertheless, research
suggests that liaison roles are the preferred method of linkage with industry liaison
managers forging the link with the Industry designate. This may imply projects are managed
separately by the consortium partners which has the potential for conflict, distrust with an
associated increase in suspicion amongst the partners and, hence, increased project risk.
In Section 4 (introduction) the mutually beneficial reasons why Industry and academia
collaborate on research and development projects were highlighted; however it has been
suggested that choosing the right partner is fundamental to the success of the collaboration
for a number of reasons. Interestingly a new paradigm for IACs is being demonstrated in the
pharmaceutical industry where small biotechnology firms, with close links to academia
through academic founders or as spinout university companies, are acting as intermediaries
or brokers in the development and extraction of intellectual property. These companies have
been demonstrated to be far more likely to enter formal alliances with universities. The
output from these projects are ultimately transferred to larger pharmaceutical companies for
commercialisation through licensing agreements or acquisitions; thus, removing the risk
associated with direct collaborations in a field in which they have limited experience i.e.
contract research with academic institutions (Stuart et al 2007).
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Geisler et al. (1990) have identified critical success factors (CSFs) for
industry/university cooperative research centres. They identified five groups of factors that
can play a part in the development of centres: relationship with the university, relationship
with industry, internal management, research and technology strategies, and the individual
attributes of the principal investigators and managers. This is in part supported by Kleyn et
al. (2007) who elucidated certain critical factors that contribute to successful universityindustry partnerships in the life sciences sector, including leadership, organisational
structure and operational management. Other studies have focused on the company and its
ability to extract knowledge arising from the partnership (Barbolla & Corredera, 2009) as well
as the technological competencies the company must possess to successfully engage in
knowledge transfer at conclusion of the project (Santoro & Bierly, 2006).
Speier and Palmer (1998) on a case study at the University of Oklahoma found that
there is a need for an appropriate balance between pursuing problem-driven commercially
driven research that is relevant to Industry against intellectually rigorous research that can
be published by academia; thus, creating a potential source of conflict and risk.
Nevertheless, competition among academic institutions for private funding can be intense
(Wimsatt et al., 2009), and the success rate for proposals submitted to Industry is often low
which may suggest the balance of power resides with Industry in terms of project and risk
management.
Additional IAC success factors were discovered by Mora-Valentin et al. (2004) who
identified 2 categories which she divided first into contextual factors, basic for the
establishment of the relationship, which include previous links, reputation of the RPO, a clear
definition of project objectives and geographic proximity between the two partners. Secondly,
the organizational factors proven to contribute to successful IACs were commitment,
communication, trust, conflict resolution and dependence between the partners. While not
specifically addressing risk management, Nielsen et al. (2013), through a qualitative
longitudinal study, confirmed good project management methodologies when applied
appeared to increase the success of IACs particularly in the area of resource utilisation.
Nevertheless, a cultural difference was observed which creates a potential risk to the
collaboration; corporate research managers have a tendency to control the collaboration
viewing it as an industry controlled enterprise; therefore creating a potential source of conflict
and tension amongst the partners. The correlation of project management methodologies
and the success of IACs is further supported by Chin et al. (2011) who adopted PMBOK
methodologies and implemented certain aspects to IACs, presumably to introduce a project
management framework without the excessive bureaucracy that would be required to
implement a complete PMBOK methodology. Most notably, this project management model
focuses on Initiating the development of a project, proposal planning (using typical
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techniques such as work breakdown structures and executing and controlling). Interesting
they suggest the use of a change control system which is usual in an academic research
environment. Again, however, no reference was made to the use of risk management as an
element of a tailored approach to IAC project management.
Other factors common to IAC success have been suggested by Fontana et al. (2006)
Their research confirmed that the propensity for Industry to undertake an R&D project with
an academic partner depends on the ‘absolute size’ of the industrial partner. Larger firms are
much more likely to collaborate, particularly if these organizations are R&D intensive.
Conversely, firms with small absorptive capacities had lower probabilities of interaction as
they typically do not have the ability to translate research into technology commercialization.
The same authors suggest an SME IAC involves three stages: searching, screening and
signalling. Signalling involves determining available knowledge in the literature pertaining to
the proposed partner. Screening identifies a suitable research providing organisation (RPO)
and then signalling involves reaching out to the RPO to co-develop a proposal. These
activities when conducted by a company state a commitment to using an RPO to enhance
their R&D agenda and; hence is more likely to result in a successful project outcome.
However, if the RPO is affiliated to an older university this has been shown to negatively
influence the support for the objectives of IAC. The perception is that conversely the
university encourages cooperation does not support for the objectives of the IAC (AzagraCaro et al., 2006). Furthermore, Bruneel et al. (2010) suggest barriers to IAC stem from the
orientation of the university and its researchers, to attitudes and behaviour of university
administration and the technical Transfer office (TTO) the latter entity having grown
significantly in the last 30 years and has a significant influence of the monetization of
research and intellectual property (Henderson et al., 1998; Mowery and Ziedonis, 2002).
Although the typical barrier to IACs – the university’s long term orientation in terms of the
nature and type of research being conducted – remains substantial, other factors were
determined to impede collaboration, especially transactional barriers, for example, those
again related to IP and administrative procedures which are time consuming and require
significant legal input from both prospective partners. For some in the academic community
this focus on research commercialization is in conflict with the purpose of research to
increase human knowledge and they reject the imposition of private neoliberal
commercialisation philosophies (Nelson, 2004). An important finding from Brunel's study is
that inter-organizational trust is one of the strongest mechanisms for lowering the barriers to
interaction between universities and industry; however this researcher does not elaborate on
how trust is developed; although it is suggested that prior experience of collaborative
research helped to address this problem, and that experience collaborating between the two
entities enables lessons learned to be used in future projects; thus addressing barriers to
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collaboration that existed in initial projects. A number of researchers support this assertion
that experience is critical to the success of IAC. This belief is support in the literature by Hall
et al., (2003); Hertzfeld et al., (2006) and Bishop et al., (2009) who have used the terms
infrequent, intermittent and recurrent partners to describe the frequency of collaboration of
companies with universities, Recurrent partnerships have been demonstrated, to more
effectively capitalize on their collaboration by transferring the information and knowledge
gained through their involvement in previous projects and partnerships. Recurrent
collaborators are also are more likely to put in place the necessary systems and procedures
to reconcile conflicting views on research targets deliverables (Gomes et al., 2005),
dissemination of results (Hall et al., 2003), and timing of deliverables (Van Dierdonck and
Debackere, 1988). These efforts should help to lower the barriers related to research
collaboration by reconciling attitudinal differences between partners which could be expected
to mitigate against project risk.
However, in contrast, Nielsen (2013) discovered that recurrent partnerships
have also been proposed to cause problems as Industry partners tend to select and continue
to collaborate with highly successful researchers rather than selecting from a wider research
ecosystem within the university or wider infrastructure. In this instance key researchers can
become overworked yet external pressures from the university to continue to enhance the
project pipeline to sustain their organization, particularly in times of budget cuts from the
public sector. This conflict can occur even in mature collaborative relationships creating
further sources of project risk. Technical transfer offices (TTO) and their role in IACs has
also been investigated by Uchihira et al, (2012) who have identified the inability of partner
companies to extract, translate and commercialise outputs of R&D projects as a significant
risk to the collaboration. Many universities have now established TTOs to enhance the IAC
experience and provide necessary support for partnering companies in this regard. Other
researchers most notably (Bercovitz and Feldman, 2007) discovered that the R&D maturity
of a company is a factor when deciding to form an alliance with a university partner. Typically
these projects are more heavily weighted towards exploratory early stage research and that
these companies develop a deeper more multifaceted relationship with their university
partner and spend a greater share of their R&D budget on this type of research strategy. In
contrast to other private sector partners, the researchers discovered evidence suggesting
that universities are preferred when the company perceives potential conflicts over
intellectual property.
(Nomaguchi and Takahashi, 2015) discovered that conflicts of interest can exist been
partners in an IAC, such as inter alia the requirement to publish the research results in the
public domain by the university or to commercialise the outputs by the company which may
have conflicting requirements in terms of IP protection. To alleviate these possible tensions
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the authors recommended that incentives are appropriately applied to each partners yet the
type of incentives have not been clearly defined. However, the establishment of a mature
TTO has again been recommended to management the relationship. This author has also
suggested the implementation of a change agent to identify weaknesses and strengths in
collaborations and mitigate against threats by use of training and support. However, these
recommendations are largely generic and theoretical in nature and were not derived from
observation and study to determine potential efficacy.
While published literature on Industry academic partnerships is scarce, particularly in
relation to risk management, some studies have addressed Industry to Industry collaboration
or co-development of new products. These studies may give further insights in terms of the
challenges and risks associated with research partnerships that may be extrapolated to
Industry academic collaborations; hence, providing the basis of questions aimed at
conducting qualitative inductive research (see Section 3.0) A recent paper by Fang et al.
(2015) addresses co-development in the Pharmaceutical Industry between Biotech
companies and Pharmaceutical companies. In this instance it was demonstrated that
fundamental tensions exist between partners during co-development. However, partners
benefit from early stage co-development and equity governance may be relevant to
Industry/Academic collaborations.

Figure 7: Cultural impact on project risk project impact (Zhang, 2011)

5.5 Theme 4: Impact of Culture on Risk Management
Further complicating the definition and understanding of risk it the determination that the
definition of risk is not universal and is culturally subjective and can therefore be categorized
into 2 school of risk analysis, risk as an objective fact or risk as a subjective construct. The
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former considers risks objectively exist and be free of people’s minds and values whereas
the latter different people have different identification of risks, different sense making of
them, and, therefore, will derive different policies pertaining to risk (Zhang, 2011). Fabricius
& Büttgen (2015) demonstrated that overconfidence reduces risk awareness among project
managers, leading them to assess risks more optimistically and come to more positive
conclusions about anticipated project success. Confirming the impact of culture on risk
analysis Zwikael and Ahn (2011) concluded that perceived level of risk, and hence risk
management planning, are lower in countries characterized by low levels of uncertainty
avoidance and in industries with immature project management practices. Conversely, they
also discovered the perceived level of risk, and hence risk management planning, are higher
in cultures with higher levels of uncertainty avoidance and industries with higher levels of
project maturity.
In agreement with previous researchers Cheung et al., (2011) suggest that
organisational culture is strongly aligned with its ability to define and identify risk and that the
environment in which the company operates has a direct effect on its culture. In relation to
joint ventures between commercial entities, as distinct from IACs, Park and Ungson (1997)
discovered that partners with dissimilar organisational cultures expend significant time and
energy to develop material practices and routines to facilitate interaction. The same
researchers suggest that this is a highly costly process and creates significant mistrust
between the organisations from the outset. These finding are consistent with other
researchers who focussed on the evidence that cultural differences exist between
commercialise entities, whose primary focus is the creation of products with the aim of
generating profits and the more egalitarian view of academics that research outputs should
be derived for the benefit of all mankind. Therefore, both partiers are very different in their
original identity and mission (Siegel et al. 2003). This difference in values, priority and ethos
and hence culture between the partners in IACs may cause a distorted perception about the
work of their counterparts (Woolgar et al. 1998). This has the potential to lead to divergent
objectives, goals and definition of what constitutes project success and, hence, concurrently
project risk. Lacetera (2009) has demonstrated that contrasting partner objectives may lead
to frequent changes in the direction of R&D which is some instances results in project
termination before completion. Drejer and Jorgensen (2005) suggest that these organisation
cultural differences require the need for enhanced negotiation and mediation to develop a
mutual interpretation of the research aims. The consequence is a greater use of personal
communication between the two entities. Hence, not only do cultural difference between
industry and academia result in a different perceptions of risk, cultural difference is itself a
major risk to successful project completion Therefore, there can be little argument that there
is a significant difference in culture between commercial companies and academic institutes;
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hence, culture is likely to play a significant role in risk management strategies employed in
IACs.
5.6 Literature Conclusion
The available literature on risk management in research and development clearly
demonstrates that there are a variety of techniques available to assess, monitor and militate
against risk. This approach to project management has also been demonstrated to increase
the probability of a successful project outcome. Nevertheless, these studies have primarily
focussed on industrial research with limited focus on R&D projects conducted in an
academic environment. Interestingly, while some studies have focused on critical to success
factors in Industry/Academic collaborations none have specifically address the project
management knowledge area of risk management despite its correlation to project success.
In addition, the available literature also suggests that the definition and understanding of risk
is culturally subjective which may have implications for Risk Mitigation strategies between
the two collaborative partners. This research aims to address this knowledge gap in Risk
Management; hence, its context within the literature.
6.0 Methodology
6.1 Methodology Introduction
This Section will utilise Saunder’s Research Onion (see Figure 8 ) structure to explain the
Philosophy underpinning this research. The discussion will then progress to explaining to the
reader why an Inductive approach was selected and why a qualitative research strategy was
chosen. A suitable sampling method and data analysis approach are also explained as will
be the ethical issues relevant to this research topic.

Figure 8: The Research Onion (Saunders et al., 2012 p.160)
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6.2 Research Design
6.2.1 Research Philosophy
(Saunders et al., 2012 p.126) have divided Research Philosophy between into two branches
Ontology and Epistemology. Ontology is concerned with the reality of nature and the
assumptions researchers have about the world operates. Within Ontology two schools of
thought exist. Objectivism which states that reality exists independently of the people who
contribute to it or perceive it. Conversely, Subjectivism believes that objective aspects are
less important than the perceptions of people. Epistemology on the other hand consists of
Positivism which is most relevant to the natural sciences where cause and effect can be
empirically demonstrated to create law like generalizations. Proponents of Realism believe
that objects have an existence independent of the human mind and it values and
perceptions. In contrast, Interpretivism advocates that human interpretation of the situation is
most valid. Typically, risk management is very much a quantitative activity where explicit
procedures and protocols are well defined and as such an Objectivist philosophy could be a
adopted. However, in the absence of clearly defined procedures Interpretivism is valid,
partially as the definition of risk has been demonstrated in the literature to be culturally
subjective. Furthermore, in the absence of any formal mechanisms it is possible that risk
analysis is being performed in academia, not in a prescribed format, but as the consequence
of other interrelated activities again suggesting an interpretist approach is valid.
Furthermore, since this research is primarily inductive and qualitative and the understanding
of the answers from the participant will depend on the interpretation and subsequent
meaning on the part of the interviewer the predominant philosophy adopted for this thesis
will be Interpretivism while still enabling scope for a pragmatic approach where required

6.2.2 Research Approach
As described in the Introduction, and confirmed in the literature review, there is a wealth of
information on tools and techniques pertaining to risk management in the private sector. In
contrast there is little published literature supporting risk mitigation strategies in academia
and even less on risk assessment in collaborate projects between the two sectors. As a
result it is extremely difficult to develop a testable hypothesis pertaining to risk mitigation
strategies. A number of scenarios could exist.


No risk management in employed as academia has historically limited experience in
this area.



Full risk management is insisted by Industry due to its demonstrated positive effects
on project success.



A hybrid strategy is agreed where certain risk management tools are deployed on an
ad hoc basis.
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Or a selective risk strategy is only applied to one or more of the project life cycle or
process groups.

Therefore due to the lack of a testable hypothesis this research is exploratory and, hence,
Inductive in nature. Furthermore as will described in Research Strategy (see Section 3.2.3),
quantitative research is typically (but not exclusively) associated with deductive research;
however, due to the limited sample number available for analysis this research is restricted
to qualitative assessment which is primarily Inductive in nature, hence, the selection of this
research approach. Furthermore, due to time limitations this research will be cross sectional
in nature as a longitudinal approach requires duplication and replication of results which in
this instance is not possible.

6.2.3 Research Strategy
As explained in the Introduction (see Section4.0) the Irish Government is funding, through a
number of agencies, the operation of 42 research centres. These institutes have by in large
similar management structures containing a Manager/ Director who fulfils the role of project
management / business development activities, an industry steering groups with oversight
into the running of the centre, the nature and type of research activities being undertaken
and its alignment to strategic objectives. Technical transfer offices also exist which are
responsible for the protection and licensing of intellectual property emanating from the
projects. Therefore, due to the limited number of research centres and persons potentially
available for interview a statistically relevant sample required for quantitative research would
be extremely difficult to obtain and would require an almost 100 % engagement rate. In
reality this is not realistic or achievable. Furthermore, as the research is Inductive and
exploratory in nature, and will attempt to use the data generated to develop a theory; this
lends itself to qualitative methodologies as such a mono-method technique will be employed.
As a result, this research used a face to face audio recorded interview strategy
conducted with 6 participants in the areas of Technology Gateway Management, Technology
Centre Management, Technical Transfer and a Government Research Funding Agency. All
participants were experienced experts in the field of industry academic collaborations and;
thus; were deemed by this researcher to be suitable candidates for this research.
Unfortunately, as will be described in Section 6.3 no candidates were available from Science
Foundation Ireland funded research centres. The interview questions (see Appendix A),
while having common themes, were non-standardised and semi-structured enabling an
element of cross comparison between the interviews. Furthermore, depending on their initial
response, this strategy enabled the use of unscripted questions to prompt and probe the
participant to garner pertinent information relevant to the research question.
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6.2.4 Sampling - Selecting Respondents

Figure 9: Sampling Techniques (Saunders et al., 2012 p.261)

As previously described, a complete list of relevant personnel in each research centre can
and has been be identified; hence, (see Appendix D), an entire sampling frame is available
for this population. However, due to the cross sectional nature of this research it is not
possible to interview every individual, hence, sampling was required. As the entire sampling
frame is available this leads to probability sampling, assuming that the sampling frame is up
to date on the contact pages of each website and that the frame is complete. Using Figure 9
a number of sampling options are available; however first a number of constraints must be
highlighted. Ideally the interview would be conducted face to face to enable interpretation of
visual clues and identification of body language aiding the development of first impressions
(see Section 3.4). A random set of 12 requests for interviews were submitted to the list of
suitable candidates. Of these 10 replied and agreed to participate; however due to time
restrictions only 6 were selected based on their availability. Given the relatively small
geographical size of Ireland the sample frame was considered clustered and interviews were
conducted in Dublin, Cork, and Waterford over a period of 2 weeks. This form of sampling
may be considered convenience sampling; however due to the time constraints involved, the
cross sectional nature of this research and the geographical dispersion of the participants
this approach can be justified. Nevertheless, this researcher is of the considered opinion that
this approach did not bias the selection of candidates or the nature of the results they
provided for analysis. Off the record I was advised that the SFI centres did not participate
due to an ongoing funding agency review of there efficacy and hence they would not engage
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in any independent research which could have the potential to result in any adverse review
findings.

Figure 10: Flowchart for Selecting a Probability Sampling Methodology (Saunders et
al., 2012 p.271)

6.3 Data Collection Instruments
As previously discussed, as this research is qualitative, inductive and exploratory, the most
appropriate method for data collection was determined to be interview. Also, as previously
explained, due to the limited sample size available, questionnaires were not appropriate. As
illustrated in Figure 9 a number of interview techniques are available. Structured interviews
use exactly the same questions as they are written for each interview and are generally
delivered in the same tone by the researcher to eliminate bias. However, these are typically
used to elicit quantifiable data and, hence, are referred to as quantitative research
interviews. Due the qualitative nature of the proposed research this was not considered an
appropriate data collection strategy. By comparison semi-structured, non standardised
interviews typically have a list of themes with some key questions with the order of the
question varied depending on the flow of the conversation (See Appendix A). Furthermore,
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this approach enabled scope for additional questions to be asked to probe the interviewee or
request clarification depending on their response to the leading question. While It may be
argued that unstructured focussed interviews could also be conducted this could lead to a
scenario where the interview loses direction and the main topic related to Risk Management
is only broadly discussed leading to no cross comparison of data or coding of the transcripts.
Focus groups are not suitable due, inter alia, to the difficulty of arranging and time
constraints. For these reasons semi-structured interviews were the preferred data collection
strategy. As previously described these were conducted face to face to enable visual clues
and body language to be identified enabling the development of initial impressions. A voice
recorder was used to record the interviews which were then transcribed, verbatim, with the
exception that conversation unrelated to the subject matter was removed from the final
transcript. These transcripts are available in Appendix A. The interview was not
videographed due to the intrusive nature of this technique which was likely to be objected to
by the interviewee or at worst the participant declining the interview entirely.

Figure 11: Different Types of Interview (Saunders et al., 2012 p.375)
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6.4 Data Analysis Procedures

Figure 12: Comparison of Approaches to Grounded Theory (Saunders et al., 2012
p.568 )
As previously discussed this research is qualitative and inductive as such as such the
meaning will be derived using words and not numbers. The application of grounded theory
is, therefore, most appropriate as there is a lack of defined theoretical framework and the
data is expected to lead to a theory. As previously described the interviewers were
conducted face to face and audio recorded. The recordings were then be transcribed taking
care to preserve any contextual information such as tone intonation and emphasis,
additionally first impressions from the interview were be noted before categorisation
comments. After data cleaning the process of categorizing or open coding of information
commenced removing any information not relevant to the research question yet observing
for commonality or themes or code words amongst the research answers. After open coding
concluded axial coding commenced which looked for relationships between initial codes
identified. Axial coding categories for analysis and discussion are detailed in see Section 4.0
6.5 Research Ethics
Saunders refers to ethics “as the standards of behaviour that guide conduct in relation to the
rights of those who become the subject of your work or are affected” (Saunders et al., 2012
p.226). It is not expected that this research will require ethics approval; nevertheless a
number of ethical issues must be addressed. The quality of the research and its conclusions
and findings will be depended on I, as the researcher, to act with integrity, honesty and
objectivity. Core to this research was to conduct informed consent whereby the participant
was fully informed in writing prior to the interview as to the nature and purpose of the
research and that they had a right to withdraw from the process before and after data
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collection has commenced. Furthermore, participation was to be completely voluntary and
no inducement to participate was provided. Confidentiality was also extremely important and
the privacy and anonymity of the interviewee is closely protected and will not be
disseminated to third parties, with the exception of the thesis supervisor, without the explicit
consent of the owner i.e. the participant. The names and places of work of the research
participants have been completely removed from this thesis. Furthermore, by protecting the
anonymity of the participants the reliability of the data is likely to be enhanced. The results
from the interview process if disseminated could cause harm to the participant in terms of
adversely affecting job security and promotional opportunities which could cause emotional
and financial distress to the participant. Finally harm to the researcher in terms of legal
liability is a threat particularly if EU data protection laws are not adhered to or if the
anonymity of the participants was not protected. Therefore measures in relation to data
protection will be employed as recommended by the Data Protection Commissioner of
Ireland (Data Protection.ie, 2016)

7.0 Results
7.1 Introduction
As explained in the methods section this research was based on qualitative, inductive
theory. The data collection method was face to face interview with leading stakeholders in
the management and funding of R&D public private partnership in Ireland. In total 6
participants were interviewed. While the questions were semi-structured and similar in
nature the questions proposed differed depending on the participant, his role within the
organisation and the initial response to the leading question. Open codes were then applied
to each answer if relevant. These codes then led to the development of 6 axial codes. This
approach enabled the researcher to determine the predominant risks associated with IACs in
Ireland, the mitigation strategies deployed to negate or reduce these risks and ultimately the
ongoing funding and success of each of the individual IACs including a determination of
critical to success factors. Due to the cross sectional nature of this research time was only
available to interview 1 funding agency representative 1 technical transfer officer (TTO) 3
representatives from the Institutes of technology and 1 university representative. The
limitations of this approach will be discussed in Section 6.3
The axial codes constructed determined using this methodology are as follows: These will
form the basis of the results and discussions sections and ultimately the answers to the
research questions posed in Section 4.4

1. Project Commercial Risk
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2. Project and Risk Management
3. Risk Pertaining to Availability of Resources
4. Risk pertaining to Suitability of Resources
5. Risk Pertaining to Stakeholder Alignment
6. Risk pertaining to Research Supports
7. Critical to success factors of Irish IACs

The questions, responses and open coding are detailed in Appendix A. Axial coding is
presented in Appendix B
7.2 Project Commercial Risk
The remit of Irish Government funded RPOs, as dictated under it policy for national
development, is to generate and develop economic activity by enabling companies based in
Ireland to generate new products services or enhanced products. Generally, with the
possible exception of SFI, the projects the Government aims to support are close to market
with a high level of technology readiness. A number of risks to this strategy were discovered
during this research. For example does the proposed project have an inventive step, is there
a need for the proposed product or service. Can the company commercialise the project
outputs using their current cash reserves coupled with there human and physical
competencies. Therefore, the most significant risk is that Government funding is applied to
projects with no reasonable opportunity of a tangible commercial output. These risks are
mitigated strongly using a number of established techniques. The risk mitigation begins with
the centre’s commercial team meeting with the partner company to assess the company’s
project requirements and determine if the needs or research of the company can be
addressed using the core competencies, skills and expertise provided by the RPO. This is a
formal nominal group meeting with documented deliverables established. The proposal
submitted for funding includes the market size, expected market growth, the proposed
product/service, level of technology readiness and an assessment of competing
technologies. The proposal is submitted to the funding agency and assessed by the
company Development Advisor assigned by the funding agency to assess project
commercial impact and the ability of the company to commercialise. This initial Delphi
technique determined whether the project proposal progresses to final nominal group
approval by a panel of experts in the proposed technology field. For university funded RPOs
the projects are selected on a similar basis but do not involve the funding agency directly as
seed capital funding is already available for university centres as opposed to the institutes of
technology, never the less the same commercial criteria are assesses with a project
selection decision made by the RPO board of directors in this case the Delphi evaluation is
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removed with the project progressing to nominal group review. Nevertheless, commercial
risk is formally reviewed and assessed by both types of RPOs using expert Delphi and
nominal group techniques. Furthermore, despite the levels of risk management applied at
this stage of selection, the project will not be suitable under state aid and European
directives if the proposed has no inherent level of risk. Therefore project risk is an absolute
requirement for selection.
7.3 Project and Risk Management
This section covers both project risk and operational risk to the RPO. The centre is the first
point of contact for the potential client company. The company’s commercial needs or
requirements are discussed with the RPO to determine if is the skills competencies and
expertise of the RPO are capable of delivering the project outputs required by the company.
All participants interviewed agreed this is a formal documented meeting and is an element of
the Initiation group of the project life cycle where deliverables required to meet company
requirements are discussed and at this juncture informally agreed. This project initiation and
the “determination of fit” has been described by all participants as an intuitive process and
based on the experience of the RPO and its history of addressing similar projects. In all
cases examined, organisation process assets are not deployed during this process and
enterprise environmental factors including culture are the predominant approach. All
participants agreed that risk is foremost in any project discussion; however risks are not
documented in a registered formal process as defined by the PMBOK. The most significant
risk described as this stage of relationship development was a potential for mismatch
between the partners. The question was posed as to whether aggressive metrics established
by the funding agency could lead to the research providing organisation (RPO) undertaking
projects unsuitable for the centre with an unacceptable level of risk. The RPOs
acknowledged this as a concern and a potential risk but the long term reputational damage
to the centre and subsequent review of the project proposal by the funding agency appears
to militate against this risk.
After formal initial discussions, the company deliverables are captured in a proposal
which is an element of the organisational’s process assets, which includes a project
management plan. This proposal and plan is developed by the lead researcher with or
without input from the company; however, formal approval by the company is required. No
Project Management Office was available for any of the RPO investigated. In all cases the
lead PI is the designated project manager. Questions were raised as to the competencies of
the lead researcher to be a project manager which potentially creates a significant risk to the
project in term of scope, time, cost and quality. No formal change control procedures are an
element of the RPOs organisational process assets and any change to project scope must
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be approved by the funding agency. A number of participants have agreed that project
management maturity as defined by the PMI OMP3 system is immature which raises a
sufficient unmitigated risk to the deliverable of the agreed scope and other deliverables.
“It probably fair to say most academic researchers are not of a mentality or a personality that makes
them good project managers. What I mean by that is a good academic is probably a very creative free
thinking on the spur of the moment individual whether a really good project manager has very good
communications skills and a very disciplined personality so they are opposite personality types”.

The final plan includes expected technical project risks however this is relatively informal
with no risk register and detailed risk mitigation strategies. With the exception of 1 participant
no qualitative or quantitative risk analysis was performed. Furthermore, none of the
participants continued risk analysis beyond project initiation and planning stages; therefore
risk management was not formally continued through the project life cycle. A number of
potentially valid reasons were described for this strategy. First and foremost, continuous risk
management was assumed to be time consuming; thus distracting from the project work and
deliverables. Secondly, it was suggested that any unforeseen risks are more appropriately
addressed through workaround solutions rather than pre-planned strategies due to the skills
and competencies of the lead researcher. It was suggested that the fact that most of the
projects were funded, in part, by the Irish Government derisked the project from a financial
perspective. It was, therefore, suggested that project risk was less of a concern to the
partner company than schedule. Furthermore, and again relating to funding strategies, there
are schemes available from the Irish government to fund small feasibility projects, without
contribution from the company, which are utilised early in the IAC partnerships to determine
if the technical approach is feasibly and to isolate and identify the substantive risks to the
projects. This again was suggested by the participants as a reason for reducing the level of
risk management required during planning and executing. It was also suggested that this
approach, apart from derisking the technical aspects of the project, was a relation building
exercise developing trust between the partners and crucially developing strong lines of
communication early with the consortium. Nevertheless, after the project proposal has been
approved, the formal project contract issued by the RPO indemnifies the host institute from
any project failure; thus all project risk is transferred to the company, another potential
reason for the lack of formal risk management process by the RPO.
7.4 Risk Pertaining to Availability of Resources
The range of projects undertaken by the participant RPOs was significant ranging from small
6 week projects up to 2 year developmental projects. A key defining feature of the funding
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agency was not to provide funding for full time “floating” engineering staff. This created a
contracts issue specific to the Irish public system where a staff hiring moratorium was
established since the financial crisis in 2010.Hence no permanent contracts could be issued
to researchers. Therefore, the retention of experienced personnel through which the skills
and competencies of each RPO resided was a challenge and proposed a significant risk to
both successful project delivery and the long term success of the RPO, particularly in terms
of quality and schedule .Typically, researcher contracts were, therefore, only project specific
which created problems for attracting suitable staff. Although, primarily the remit of the
centre was short term projects for close to market applications, nevertheless the RPOs were
required to undertake larger European projects which were outside their official remit. This
strategy enabled the retention of researchers, to not only build and expand on current centre
skills and competencies, which was mentioned as a risk, but provided a pool of researchers
who were available to undertake shorter term Industry projects. Nevertheless, the attraction
and retention of researches to each RPO interviewed, remains a significant challenge and a
continuous risk. To eliminate this risk will require a change to the public sector contract
policy to accommodate the nature and type of research being undertaken by the RPOs and
can be only truly mitigated by a change in the funding structure for the RPO or a change in
Institutional HR policy.
7.5 Risk pertaining to Suitability of Resources
In addition to the risk associated with attracting and retaining full time researchers, the
majority of the participants were aware of Industry concern that traditionally academics were
not suitable for undertaking and delivering Industry projects to the scope and schedule
required.
“It's not completely unfounded as academics by their nature are academics”

The underlying concern was that academics are primarily hired to teach and those
undertaking research did so to suit their particular intellectual interests which was typically
fundamental research inconsistent with the near to market product solutions required by
industry.
“What I found quite frankly that the senior academics who are competitive and at the top stages of
their careers where they are seeking out big high profile international research grants or big high
profile domestic grants like SFI. The pressure on the industry projects are the same whether they are
postdoc or PI but the reward is different. So the reward for an early stage researcher or mid stage
researcher is securing a long term partnership with a company can be very significant. The reward
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for a senior academic is limited. Therefore it is a waste of time bringing high pressure short deadline
projects to people who don't get a lot out of them.”

The outputs required to progress academic careers include postgraduate teaching
publications conferences and papers which are typically not consistent with intellectual
property protection required by Industry as a prerequisite to product commercialisation.
Furthermore, it was suggested that Industry focused research required more demanding
pressures, schedules and deliverables that are inconsistent with the nature of fundamental
research projects typically undertaken by tenured academics.

I think the problem engaging with academics to be far is to say that they are already quite
overworked in terms of teaching“
“There is also the issue and about cultural challenges there are predominantly teaching colleges
when they do undertake to research they tend go the very basic side of research as opposed to
applied. There is a unique dynamic involved with working with a company. There is also a problem
with SMEs who don't have a history of collaboration so there's a cultural issue their as well

However, this sentiment by Industry of academics was not universal.
“You can't categorise academia as a group and you can't categorize industry as a group. There are a
lot of companies who are not interested or not able to do research and a lot of academics who are
not interested or able to undertake industry research so you have a dual side where the academic
isn't able or the industry is mature enough to extract the outputs”.

This suggests, as will be subsequently discussed, is that industry competency for research
and their ability to extract the research outputs are as much relevance as the ability of the
academic to deliver the project to scope. Nevertheless, most participants agree there is
distrust between the two research communities. The funding agencies have militated against
this risk by established the RPOs with a business focus. Centres are staffed by experienced
managers from industry who would intuitively understand the needs requirements and
expectations of their client companies.
“I’d say that is a fair analysis of the perception of some companies [of academics]. We try to
critically deal with that perception through the centres i.e. the type of staff we want to hire through
the centres.
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They participants interviewed claimed that through business development activities such as
meetings, open days, case studies, attending trade shows /exhibitions and developing and
demonstrating a portfolio of prototypes and successful projects on Web 2.0 applications was
a significant strategy for diminishing the barriers between the IAC partners and developing
relationships between the two communities; hence, removing the risk of reluctance to
engage.
One strategy successfully deployed was the hiring and deployment of middle to
senior level postdocs to act as projects leads on the industry projects. Where possible, the
preference was for these researchers to have prior industry experience. Other mechanisms
exist to buy out academic time; therefore; reducing their teaching responsibilities enabling
them to concentrate more on Industry projects. For this level of academic experience it was
suggested their motivation was patent protection, potential royalty payments and the
possibility of a future career in industry, particular during the technical transfer aspect of the
project.
“We found the most productive projects were those undertaken by early mid to senior stage
academics early stage tenure who are looking to make an impact or build a relationship with
Industry”

It has also been suggested that engagement by senior academics on Industry projects gives
them increased credibility when applying for European grants with an early stage
commercial bias. It was also proposed that patents and royalty payments should be held
equivalent to publications when assessing the suitability of senior academics when applying
for fundamental research grants. This in itself could create motivation for senior academics
to engage in applied industry lead research projects.
7.6 Risks Pertaining to Stakeholder Alignment
An analysis of the stakeholder map, of each RPO, suggested a very similar structure and
similar that described by Philbin (see Figure 5). The stakeholder map was comprised by
interviewing the participant and demonstrates how complex the research infrastructure is
and the difficulty of aligning the needs and expectations of all stakeholders. The key
stakeholders described by each participant in no particular order were:


The Funding agency



The Centre manager and support staff



The Researchers



The Industry partner



The Technical transfer office
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The Board of directors/steering committee

The differences described amongst the stakeholder leading to initial misalignment were
described as:


The funding agency seeking to leverage initial seed funding to attract more industry
non exchequer contribution



The Industry partners looking to invest as little money until tangible results were
produced



The host institute seeing a pool of money to deploy consistent with their overall
strategic organisational research objectives



The researchers changing scope to align with personal research interests



The technical transfer office to develop invention disclose forms before sufficient
proof of principal had been established



The board of directors/Steering committee who have different strategic objectives for
the centre.

This issue were solved by communication with the stakeholders ad the opportunity to let
the centre strategy, as executing by the executive director, to deliver the remit and
objectives of the funding agency and other stakeholders.

Communication was best approach for the funding agency in terms of long term gain over short term
result. An understanding from Industry that state aid rules applied and that they had no problem
providing money once they had data on the table that was relevant.

7.7 Risk pertaining to Research Supports
As per the funding contact each institute must support the RPO in terms of HR, financial
control, capital equipment, facilities and other ancillary requirements necessary for a
functioning research centre. In addition, the funding agency provides 30% of the total grant
as an overhead to for the host institute. Interestingly, and despite the economic advantages
to the host institute in terms of over heads from the centre and industry projects and royalties
emanating from Industry projects, it was felt by some PROs that the institute did not support
the centre significantly to help it achieve its metrics and that education and not research was
the primary strategy of the host institution. This could be described as a fundamental risk to
the long term survivability of the RPO if research was not a supported core strategy of the
host institute. Similarly other participants were of the opinion that the host institute was
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unsupportive of research and that the primary aim was to generate revenue through
teaching despite the level of support and engagement with the funding agency.

[There are] unique pressures involved in working with Industry we as the funding agency have to
address their understanding of the need and supports of the centres so we put a lot of thought into
communicating what we think the problems are and developing relationships and for the IOTS to
understanding the culture required to deliver projects for industry”
However, in contrast some of the participants actively attempted to disengage from the host
institute in order to brand the centre as a stand alone RPO. This risk mitigation strategy was
said to have to a number of primary advantages. It derisked the RPO as being associated as
an academic research centre and the branding and promotion of the centre suggested a
commercial business model which was more likely to attract commercial industrial
engagement. In the case of the university RPO it was to give the impression that they were
independent brokers fostering the commercial relationship between the IAC but yet being
impartial when conflict resolution was required.
In addition the Irish research infrastructure as describing during the interview process
is highly developed and competitive with a least 42 Funded government funded RPOs in
addition to research centres funded independently by universities using philanthropic
donations. This has arguably created an overlap of competencies across the centres,
resulting in increased competition for exchequer funding, increased competition for company
engagement, private funding and increased competition for qualified staff. This creates
significant risk for all RPOs. The risk mitigation strategies for the RPOs is very much based
on a collaborative model where skills competencies and expertise are shared across the
centres and in many cases the Industry projects are joint collaborations involving multiple
academics, institutes and companies . Nevertheless, it may be argued that this increases the
complexity of the stakeholder map and increases the risk of stakeholder misalignment.
Unless managed appropriately this multi collaborative model if not of sufficient maturity
increases risk to the IAC and the entire IAC ethos
7.8 Risks pertaining Critical to Success Factors (CFS)
A comprehensive review of the data and its relevance to risk and the success of IACs
studied cannot be completed without analysis of the critical to success factors pertaining to
the ability of IACs to deliver for industry. The funding agency as condition of continual
financially support established a set of metrics to measure the performance of each centre
and it ability to deliver industry solutions. These metrics are reviewed every month and
include:
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Industry Projects completed



Number of staff hired



Licences



Company contribution in terms of finance invested in the project

Each centre was defined a specific number in each category depending on the size and
capacity of the centre. Those that achieved the agreed metrics, funding was continued.
Those that exceeded performance funding was increased by 20%, while those that did not
met the metrics a formal review and risk analysis was performed where if performance did
not reach the target objectives funding was cut by 20% or at worst discontinued . These key
performance indicators exerted significant pressure on each RPO to engage and deliver for
industry. This in itself created a risk that projects unsuitable for the centre would be
undertaken to achieve the metrics. While, as previously reported, this risk was dismissed by
the participants interviewed it cannot be entirely overlooked due to the contentious nature of
the question. This particular metric system was a concern for some of the participants
interviewed and many felt that a less metric driven measuring system may decrease
pressure on the IACs and attract further researchers to undertake industrial applied
research. In addition, it put pressure on the centre to deliver in the short term with little
recognition for the long term high value projects the RPOs are unofficially required to
undertake in order to build and sustain competencies relevant to their industrial sector in the
future. However, despite the clearly defined quantifiable metrics required by the funding
agency most RPOs defined their CSF as company satisfaction as measured by repeat
business demonstrating a strong level of trust by Industry in the RPO to deliver.
However, two key CSFs in particular were identified during this research. The one
which was, almost, without exception, very evident was the very strong correlation between
company involvement and project success. The close involvement of the company ensured
that strong lines of communication were established between the partners which meant
problems or unknown risks that occurred during project execution could be rapidly resolved
through an agreed, rapid work around solution. Companies with significant project
management maturity also brought project management experience and risk analysis to the
project. A close working relationship also increased the level of trust between the
collaborators. This was important as project failure due to the nature of R&D can be high.
Although, for obvious reasons, the number of project “failures” was not disclosed by the
participants in this research, it was proposed that when there is a close working relationship,
even if the project does not reach conclusion, the company can derive and extract
information regardless of the project falling to achieve the initial deliverables. This appears to
be consistent with contingency theory posed by Sauser (2009) which states that in specific
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environments different approaches to risk management are more or less effective, which
may help establish new perceptions on project success and failure beyond the traditional
CSFs such as time and cost.
Interestingly, company size was not a determined to be factor in engagement
level. The university PRO suggested that engagement was size “agnostic” and SMEs, Startups and Multinational corporations all engaged in the projects to similar levels. The
determining factor was proposed to be was the strategic importance of the project to the
company regardless of size or financial contribution. Of significance, the university IAC
model strongly encouraged a supply chain model of engagement so that all companies
responsible for the ultimate commercialisation of the project deliverables, including
manufacturers, prototypers and vendors were involved early in the project so that the end
result or product was manufacturable at the scale and price point required for market
acceptance. This was a clear risk mitigation strategy for product commercialisation
.However; despite this finding another participant strongly asserted that start-ups were most
closely involved in the project which was conjectured to be because of the continual scope
changes that SMEs required during the project which was either due to be poor scope
definition during planning or rapidly changing market conditions. There did not appear to be
a correlations between the size of the project and company communication for smaller
project (<6 weeks) in some cases the companies met with the RPO weekly. For larger <2
years projects the meetings was typically bimonthly with reports required at predefined
intervals.

8.0 Introduction:
This section will discuss the results obtaining during interviewing and coding and relate
these finings in to the questions and sub questions posed in the Discussion Section in order
to develop a theory on risk Management in R&D Public /Private Partnerships in Ireland
8.1 Discussion
As previously describing risk management is a core knowledge body applied to all process
groups during the project lifecycle. The PMBOK have 5 processes to be considered during
risk management planning these include identify risk, perform qualitative risk analysis,
perform quantitative risk analysis, plan risk responses, and control risk. Furthermore, risk
management has been strongly correlated with project success in terms of meeting scope
time, cost, quality, and schedule.
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8.2 Project and Risk Management
From this study it is clearly apparent that the RPOs investigated do not adhere to the
“formal” risk analysis process as defined by the PMBOK. However, this is not to suggest risk
is ignored and disregarded. All participants agreed that it was forefront in all negotiations
with the companies in the initial stages of project initiation and planning. For practitioners in
formal risk management it is evident that it is a time, resource and labour intensive process
and for this reason in IAC projects, where resources, funding and time are limited, the formal
approach may not be suitable. As a result, it appears that the RPOs investigated have
tailored the risk management process to suit the needs and requirement of their host
institute, their company and nature and types of projects they undertake. This is consistent
with the work of Besner and Hobbs, (2012) who demonstrated that risk management, as it is
generally defined in the literature, and performed by experienced project practitioners, is
confined to relatively “certain environments “of which IAC cannot be defined. Furthermore,
Kwak and Dixon discovered that risk management is only applied in the early stages of the
project as uncertainty is a more common feature in the early stages of the project
management R&D lifecycle which again is consistent with the results of this research that
risks are only identified during project initiation and planning. Although official figures for
project success and completion are as yet unavailable, one of the participants has
suggested that the number of successful projects undertaken by RPOs in the institutes of
technology has increased from 150 to over 500 within 5 years. The university centre
delivered 22 successful projects in less than 5 years. This may be produced as evidence
that the risk management and mitigation strategies deployed by the RPOs during IACs are
appropriate and successful in the context. Firstly on a “global” level the funding bodies
initially derisked the RPO and subsequent IACs by conducted a formal risk analysis of all
RPOs pertaining to their competencies, company base, experience and economic climate.
This remains on ongoing endeavour and is apparently achieved using PMBOK
recommended process and procedures. This global approach appears to have significantly
reduced the requirement for formal risk analysis by the individual RPOs at a local level.
Furthermore, the need for technical risk analysis and mitigation has been further recognised
by the funding agencies who mitigated against this by developing a program for project risk
identification using state funded project pilot schemes as a mechanism for technical risk
identification.
The “local” and substantive risk identified by the RPOs interviewed included:


Lack of scientific competency match with company needs



Lack of company engagement with the project during execution



Perception of academia as industry adverse
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Suitability of researchers to execute the project successfully



Availability of suitable researchers



Alignment of stakeholder expectations.



Lack of company competencies to extract research outputs



Immaturity of company to engage in R&D

It would appear from this research that these risks have been controlled and managed
reasonable effectively. The need for risk mitigation strategies has been negated by the skills
and expertise of researchers which enabled quick workaround solutions to risks and problem
as they occur. As described, due to the nature of R&D unknown unknowns are an excepted
feature of this type of project. Walewski et al. (2004) reports that projects occurring within
one or more of the following features are significantly more likely to need a comprehensive,
detailed risk management process, 1) large projects, 2) long planning horizons, 3)
substantial resources, 4) significant novelty, With few exceptions these criteria do not apply
to the RPOs investigated during this research. While all projects undertaken by the IACs
must have significant novelty and risk to be funded they typically address near to market
solutions with the largest projects approximating €150,000 and all with relatively short
planning horizons. This further indicates that the level of risk management performed by the
RPOs investigated during this research was appropriate for the nature and type of projects
they were undertaking.
As discussed in the Section 4.0 the ISO 31000 recommends a number of risk management
practices; to reiterate these are


Communicate and consult with stakeholders throughout the project.



Establish the context for project risk management e.g. policies, roles



Identify risks events and their causes



Analyse risks – i.e. consequence and likelihood of each risk event.



Evaluate risks - prioritisation of risk events for management.



Treat risks – i.e. implementation of strategies to manage risk events



Monitor and review effectiveness of the project risk management process.

To a large extent the RPOs interviewed addressed each of these recommendations albeit at
various levels of detail. Strong evidence was presented that communication and consultation
was evident with a fundamental believe amongst all RPO and that this was critical to risk
management and project success. Nevertheless, The RPOs should consider developing
organisational process assesses such as policies, roles and templates which would add an
element of formality to the process; thus, changing from a culturally intuitive approach to a
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more structured format. This could lead to a lessons learned culture where a database of
project success and failures, and reasons for each, could be used when planning new
projects. This could be expected to expedite the planning process and reduce time required
for risk management and subsequent risk mitigation. By the very nature of R&D it is
extremely difficulty to analyse and evaluate technical risk but as described many of these
risks are identified prior to the primary project using Government funded pilot projects. It,
therefore, remains a possibility that the lesson learned database could be controlled by the
funding agency, on an anonymous basis, to be used by any RPO during the risk planning
process.
Of concern, this research discovered there is an apparent lack of expert project
management within each of the RPOs investigated which poses a risk to project success. No
RPO had access to, or support from, a project management office (PMO) which could
remove the extra burden associated with both risk management and project management. It
was recognised by one participant that the skills and competencies required to conduct high
level research are incompatible with the highly structured disciplined personality required to
be a project manager. Despite the concern by one participant that a PMO could lead to an
extra level of bureaucracy, for RPOs undertaking large number of projects a PMO should be
considered. Realistically this may not always an option and depends on the willingness of
the company to engage in the project. The suggestion of deploying good management
practices is confirmed by Nielsen et al. (2013), through a qualitative longitudinal study,
suggested good project management methodologies appeared to increase the success of
IACs particularly in the area of resource utilisation. In contrast Morandi (2011) suggests that
it is unusual for a single Project Manager to be assigned to manage an IAC with the usual
role of a PM including persuasion, negotiation and exchange of information delegated to a
form of central authority. He also suggests the absence of project managers in an IAC can
also be explained by the fact that, generally, no organization is likely to give a manager of
another organization the authority over its own system. However; this depends on the level
of trust and cooperation between the RPO and industry partner. This question requires
further investigation to determine if an RPO PMO would be acceptable by the partner
company and if so how this relation would be managed. An alternative solution would to
employ an independent project manager for the duration of the IAC if funding permitted

8.3 Risk to Research and Research Supports
A significant global risk to the RPO is the intensive and highly developed research
infrastructure in Ireland, this was discussed during the introduction and results sections and
has significant ramification for each RPO. The official expectation is that the Technology
Centres, Technology Gateways and SFI centres have different remits in terms of the nature
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and type of research they undertake. For example, the Technology Gateways are generally
utilised by industry for short term, near to markers solutions; however, the evidence
generated during this research has demonstrated that the Gateways, in order to target
aggressive metrics and build and maintain competencies relevant for their industry base into
the future, do undertake longer term projects overlapping the remit of the Technology
Centres. One proposed strategy for staff retention in the Technology Gateways is that an
element of fundamental research is required. The university Technology Centres have an
advantage in that they have significant seed funding to demonstrate project viability without
initial company engagement. However, this study found it difficult to distinguish between the
nature and type of research being undertaken by the two types of RPOs. Thirdly, SFI who
traditionally were the major funding institute for fundamental research have now entered the
applied research arena funding significant research centres. The number of RPOs, often
with overlapping remits and research programs, raises the question of how all RPOs can be
successful in a country with a very limited population and limited number of research
enabled companies with the maturity and experience necessary to engage with an RPO.
Start-ups may provide extra capacity for technology adoption but their maturity levels and
expertise to form functional IACs and extract and commercialise intellectual property is likely
to be limited due to their immaturity and inexperience. Without a significant support
infrastructure to assist such companies, such as assess to venture capital and significant
business supports these IAC are more likely to fail.
It has been suggested that choosing the right partner is fundamental to the success
of the collaboration (Stuart et al 2007) which makes this process more complex in a highly
congested research environment. Nevertheless Nielsen (2013) discovered that recurrent
partnerships have also been proposed to cause problems as Industry partners tend to select
and continue to collaborate with highly successful researchers rather than selecting from a
wider research ecosystem within the university or wider infrastructure. The increased
number of RPO in the Irish ecosystem may help negate this risk. Furthermore the Irish
Government’s strategy of systematically arranging individual researchers into multiresearcher RPOs potentially mitigates against the risk of selectivism. Furthermore, this
congested research landscape is likely to form a threat to IACs as it will make the decision
by industry which partner to select more complex and will require the expenditure of
additional resources. From the funding agencies perspective collaboration between the RPO
is seen as a mechanism to integrate the Irish research infrastructure into a coherent
ecosystem and some evidence was presented in this research to support this assertion.
However multipartner IACs consisting of multiple RPOs and joint ventures between
companies further increases the complexity of the stakeholder map; thus; increasing the
probability of failure. Other factors include RPO intra rivalry and ownership of intellectual
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property. Additional research is required to determine the sustainability of this current model
and it impact on long term survival of the IAC model.
8.4 Culture
No evidence was discovered during this research that cultural differences between the RPO
and company had a material effect on the project deliverables and IAC relationships. In
previous research Siegel et al. (2003) discovered significant cultural differences between
commercialise entities, whose primary focus is the creation of products with the aim of
generating profits and the more egalitarian view of academics that research outputs should
be derived for the benefit of all mankind. Therefore, both partiers were hypothesised to be
very different in their original identity and mission. This research would, therefore, suggest
that the establishment of Government funded RPOs with a business development /company
engagement remit acted as a mediator to dissolve cultural boundaries between the two
partners, therefore militating against cultural differences as barriers to IAC formation. Drejer
and Jorgensen, (2005) suggest that these organisation cultural differences require the need
for enhanced negotiation and mediation to develop a mutual interpretation of the research
aims and this ascertaining is confirmed by the universal acceptance by all participants that
communication was the most important critical to success factors in the formation of an IAC.
However, the availability of suitable academics that are capable and interested in
undertaking applied industry reach remains a challenge for all RPOs. The evidence
presented here suggests that the use of mid-senior level post docs are the most suitable
personal for

working on applied industry projects within the context of an IAC, as this

potentially gives them a route into Industry or increases the opportunities for obtaining
European grants with a commercial focus.
8.5 Critical to Success Factors
The main critical to success factors identified in this study were first and foremost


Strong company involvement in the project



Trust between the partners



Repeat industry clients



Strong and open lines of communication between the partners



Supply chain partner involvement



Diversification

The evidence presented in this study concurs with Geisler et al. (1990) CSFs for IACs.
Evidence has been presented in this study that technology strategies for each RPO are well
defined and expert industry managers have been deployed for each RPO. However, one of
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Geisler CSFs of “relationship with university” was not universally accepted with some of the
RPOs actively distancing the RPO from the host institute for reputational reasons. However,
this could be explained by the maturity and reputation of the host institute in relation to its
history of Industry applied research. In contrast, the university RPO distanced itself from its
host institute in order to act as an impartial broker or mediator between the academic and
industry partner. This is an unusual model that appears to have been successful in this
instance. Further research should be conducted to determine if the success of this strategy
is universal. In addition, Kleyn et al. (2007) CSFs of leadership, organisational structure, and
operational management are all apparent in the RPO investigated during this research. In
agreement with Barbolla & Corredera, 2009) some of the RPO have suggested risks
pertaining to the extraction and commercialisation of intellectual property emanating from
IACs particularly for companies with limited experience in this area. As previously described
one of the RPO investigated during this study has mitigated against this risk by insisting on
supply chain company engagement in the project. This could prove to be a valuable model
for other IACs and; hence, requires further investigation.
A further interesting finding from this research is that the type of company that
engages with an RPO is size “agnostic” with a wide range of company sizes forming IACs
including Multinationals SMEs and start-up companies. This research finding is in conflict
with Fontana et al. (2006). Their research confirmed that the propensity for Industry to
undertake an R&D project with an academic partner depends on the ‘absolute size’ of the
industrial partner. Larger firms are much more likely to collaborate, particularly if these
organizations are R&D intensive. Further research in this field is therefore required.
Interestingly a number of participants described diversification as a key success factor. This
was not necessarily diversification from there core competencies or but the undertaking of
fundamental research projects outside there contractual remit to build competencies and
skills required as described by their client companies 5 year R&D strategic plan. In addition
the application of the skills, competencies and intellectual property were applied to industries
not typically associated with their research themes. For example the use of nanomaterials
developed for medical devices used in other unrelated industries. This diversification
strategy was reported as necessary to the continued long term viability of the RPO and it
ability to deliver aggressive monthly metrics to its funding agency. Nevertheless this
approach is not without risk as the potential exists to dilute the core function of the RPO but
more significantly, as discussed in 5.3, it creates competition and dissynergy amongst the
Irish reach ecosystem. It also has the potential to create misalignment with its key
stakeholders particularly the funding agency.
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8.6 Stakeholder Alignment
As outlined by Philbin (2011) and illustrated in Figure 5 the stakeholder map for an IAC is
very complex with a least 6 major stakeholder identified during this research. These
stakeholder were described as having often different KPIs and critical to success factors.
However, stakeholders will interact with the IAC at various stages and will not be
continuously involved in the IAC over the duration of the projects. While stakeholder
mapping and identification is a key element in the initiation and planning and stages of the
PMBOK,, it has been proven to be a difficult and time consuming process and total
alignment of all stakeholders and their expectations may not be possible. Potentially, a
successful method and further generic model for stakeholder analysis was identified during
this research where communication and negotiation coupled with time to demonstrate the
correct RPO strategy were key elements in stakeholder alignment. The RPO and the
company partner are central to the success of the IAC and this relation is facilitated by the
funding agency through a number of mechanisms as previously described.

8.7 Risks to the Suitability and Availability of Researchers
This risk has been identified but has been extremely difficulty to manage. As the results
suggest, schemes are available to enable lead academics to engage in industrial research
and motivators such as access to European funding on the back of successful IACs have
been suggested; nevertheless, pressures associated with industry lead research discovered
during this research were found to dissuade senior academics from forming IACs. The use
of less senior academics such as mid level post docs has been deployed by one RPO where
the motivation by the researcher is transfer to the company after project conclusion;
therefore gaining a full time position. The retention of research staff is an extremely difficult
risk to mitigate against as there is a formal public moratorium on public pay and allocation of
permanent positions which prevents long term, permanent contracts being deployed to
public staff including researchers. Unless there is a change in Government policy pertaining
to this moratorium this risk as yet cannot be fully mitigated and remains a significant risk to
the RPO
9.0 Introduction:
This section will discuss the conclusions derived from this research program and the
relevance of the results to the original research question proposed. This section will also use
the results to form a hypothesis pertaining to the management of risk in IACs which is an
output of inductive Grounded Theory. This research also uncovered other subject matters of
interest that may form the basis for further research in this field and this will be discussed
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during this section. Finally, the limitations associated with this research will be discussed in
light of the discussions drawn.
9.1 Conclusions
The aim of this research was to answer 1 primary question and 2 sub-questions in relation to
“Approaches to Risk Management in Research and Development: An Analysis of
Public / Private Partnerships in Ireland”

To address the first question:
“What Risk Analysis Techniques are Deployed in Industry Funded Academic
Research Centres”?

This question on risk management must be answered on both a global level i.e. the risks
associated with the development and engagement of RPOs with industry and local risks i.e.
the project risk mitigation strategies deployed by RPO during IACs collaborations. Global risk
management has been the primary responsibility of the funding agency, in contrast to local
project risk management which has been determined to be the responsibility of the RPO with
assistance from the funding agency through formal project proposal review.
The research has discovered that formal PMBOK methodologies were used by the funding
agency during the establishment of the RPO to ensure compatibility of the RPO with its
industry base. The funding agency was sufficiently mature in project management to be
able to deploy this strategy. A risk register, Delphi and nominal group techniques were the
primary risk management strategies deployed by the funding agency. The primary output
from this risk analysis determined that the centre staff had the skills and competencies to
engage with industry and manage the operational aspects of the centre in addition to
functional support from the host institute. The funding agency also deployed Delphi and
nominal group techniques to ascertain whether IAC projects should be funded, these criteria
have been discovered to be primarily resource based for example the companies capabilities
and competencies to commercialise the outputs from the project and the RPOs skills and
competencies to deliver the required project deliverables.
At the local project level, risk management was discovered to be immature and the
sole responsibility of the lead researcher. Continuous risk assessment was not deployed and
problems and risk were addressed on a case by case basis using workaround solutions due
to the skills and competencies of the project researchers. Of interest companies have little
input in project plan development; however, close communication and integral involvement
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of the company during project execution were determined to be the primary risk mitigation
strategies deployed at a local level by the IACs. To identify and hence derisk larger IAC
projects a number of fully funded feasibility grants were available to address uncertainty in
the primary project which was a further risk mitigation strategy deployed by the IAC. These
results may be consistent with Luppino, et al. (2014) who suggested that some risk
management techniques were more applicable to certain industries than others, as a result
there is no consensus on the type of risk management techniques that can be universally
applied to R&D projects

To address the 1st sub question:
“Why Were the Risk Management Techniques selected and How are they Implemented
and Monitored?”
The global risk management strategies were developed by the Funding agency were
adopted to address the general industry perception that academic lead industry research did
not, or could not, develop tangible commercial deliverables consistent with the needs and
expectations of industry. Due to the high levels of investment and significant interest from
the Institutes of Technology, the funding agency adopted a formal risk management policy.
The RPOs were ultimately selected based on level of competencies and the size of their
Industry base. The risk monitoring at a global level was by the funding agency through the
use of a set of metric used to measure and evaluate centre success in terms of projects
completed, licences generated and other agreed targets
At a global level these metrics had to be reported once per month to the funding agency with
incentives for over performance and financial penalties for under achievement. Monitoring
was done via monthly reports which including a pipeline of projects and risk associated with
delivering this pipeline ; however, in circumstances where metrics were not delivered formal
processes including meeting and structured review of strategic plans and risk analysis was
conducted. Hence, it may be concluded there was close communication and monitoring by
the funding agency and the RPO responsible for creating and managing the IACs. Project
risk management techniques selected by the RPO appear to be broadly consistent with
published literature on best practice in relation to the development and management of
IACs. Furthermore, the IACs derisked projects through the use of fully funded feasibility or
pilot schemes to understand and militate against obvious technical risks before
implementation of a major project.
However, at a local level risk analysis was less formal as the major risks associated
with the projects had already been addressed by the funding agencies through a number of
approaches. Risks were determined by both partners in the initiation and planning stages.
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This research further discovered that the level of risk management was appropriate for the
nature and type of work being undertaken by the IAC. The risk management approach by in
large adhered to ISO 31000 and; thus; appeared consistent with international best practice
for R&D projects. This research also discovered that over use of risk management at project
execution level had the potential to distract from the main goal of research which is to
generate defined deliverables for the company. The successful risk mitigation strategies for
IAC were close company engagement which enables the partner to monitor the projects and
assist with implementation of risk mitigation strategies and workarounds. Thus, it may be
concluded that little formal risk management was deployed during project execution but that
the strategies deployed were suitable for the circumstances. In relation to risk monitoring
there was a formal procedure in place for each project which included at least bimonthly
meetings and detailed project progress reports to the company.
“What are the Critical to Success Factors of Industry Funded Research Centres and
Do They Differ Across the Various Stakeholders?”
The critical to factors have been identified during this research are largely supported in
published literature. CSFs have been included in this research as risks to the success or
implementation of IACs may have profound negative effects on the RPOs and associated
IACs
However a number of unique CSR were identified during this research including:


The Independence of the RPO from the host Institute which was suggested for a
number of reasons previously documented.



The inclusion of supply chain companies in the IAC to ensure barriers to technology
commercialisation were addressed early in the project.

9.2 Hypothesis and Future Research
This research was qualitative and inductive, using elements of grounded theory. As a result
it is expected a theory or theories should be deduced from the research findings. The
following theory has therefore been proposed.

“That project risk management in Public Private R&D partnerships is a
tailored, culturally determined intuitive set, of processes that are not
universally applicable to all research projects”
This hypothesis was formulated as the research indicted that each centre had a different
approach to risk management depending on company engagement, maturity of centre,
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maturity of company size of project and perception of risk. It would appear there is no
universal mechanism for risk management in IACs at present; however, they are in the
relatively early stages of maturity and this may change based on the recommendation made
during this research. This hypothesis which can be used for future researchers to determine
the validity of the results generated during this inductive based qualitative research by using
deductive quantitative methods.

In addition to the main hypothesis this research raised further questions of interest with
some appearing to be in conflict with the publicised literature namely:

1) Does the independence of the RPO from its host institute enhance the success of
IAC?
2) Does the inclusion of supply chain partners in the IAC improve the prospect of
successful product commercialisation?
3) Would formal project risk management processes including the support of a PMO
increase the success of IAC projects?
4) Is the current Irish research ecosystem conducive to the sustainable success of the
IAC model?

These questions provide further opportunities for research in the field of academic lead
industrial research

9.3 Research Limitations


Due to time constraints and unwillingness by certain subjects to participate it was
only possible to interview a maximum of 6 personnel across 6 centres. Therefore,
making generalisation for the entire sector may not be valid, particularly if an
Interpretist philosophy in applied. It was difficult to address this limitation; however as
this research is exploratory it could lead to other researchers conducting a more
comprehensive quantitative analysis of the subject.



The research centres identified are involved in a wide range of scientific disciplines
(see Appendix D) including engineering, material sciences, pharmaceutical, medical
devices and information technology. Without conducting research on each RPO it is
was not possible to determine at what stage Risk Management maturity is at for all
Institutes. For example, highly regulated Industries such as pharmaceutical and
medical devices may have adopted more stringent risk management techniques than
IT or engineering. This will further prevent generalizations to be formed. The centre
specialisations included were coating nanomaterials, photonics, mecatronics,
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agency funding and technical transfer (which includes a multitude of different
scientific disciplines).


The Stakeholder map for an Academic/Industry centre is expected to be complex;
therefore each stakeholder may have a different definition of success and hence a
different perspective on risk and risk management. It is not possible to interview all
stakeholders; therefore, the results will only be relevant to the perceptions of the
project managers or equivalents in each centre in the absence of clearly defined and
agreed procedures.



Access to appropriate personnel was a limitation. Risk Management could be a
sensitive or contentious topic within Academia. Therefore a reluctant to engage or to
be measured may have been an issue. This was particularly true for SFI who were
undertaking an agency funding review at the time of this research and hence, were
reluctant to engage. Ideally this research would have a stronger foundation if at least
1 of the SFI centres participated



Due to time constraints this research was cross sectional; therefore; duplication
verification or validation of the results using a longitudinal approach was not possible.
As this study is qualitative and reliant on self reported data several sources of bias
may exist including selective memory, telescoping i.e. recalling events that happen in
a different time period to when they occurred. Reluctance to report negative events
or perceived failures and exaggerating perceived successes and the person
responsible for success is also a risk associated with this research strategy.

10.0 Introduction
This section will describe the various theoretical learning styles as described and debated in
the literature. In addition, this section will also discuss my learning experiences from
undertaking this research and the skill and competences I developed and acquired by
undertaking research of an inductive, qualitative philosophy. Finally, I will reflect on my own
particular learning style and how as a result of undertaking this research my learning style
has perhaps changed or at least expanded by preparing a thesis composed through
qualitative interview techniques.

10.1 Learning Style and Learning Reflections
The literature available on learning styles and the application to personally type is extensive;
however, it has been proposed that all learning styles have commonality in terms and
extraction and interpretation of information. One of the most established identification of
learning styles is that student learning styles fall into three “types:” Visual Learners, Auditory
Learners and Kinaesthetic Learners (Saga et al. 2015) VARK is an abbreviation that refers
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to the four types of learning styles: Visual, Auditory, Reading, and Kinaesthetic. The VARK
model concedes that students have different ways to process information and is referred to
as a “preferred” learning approach. Other researchers have expanded on this theory to
include visual, aural verbal, physical ,adual ,social and solitary (Learning-styles-online.com,
2016)
The early learning theories of Pavlov’s Classical Conditioning (1927) and Skinner's
Reinforcement Theory (1965): emphasised the importance of feedback in the form of results
but they have been criticised for being considered too simplistic in complex learning
environments. Following from Pavlov (1965), Skinner believed people learn from the
consequences of their behaviour. Alternatively, Gagne et al. (1988) identified including
motivation, the want to learn, perception, and the ability to distinguish the subject matter
from other topics. Acquisition, relates to the familiarity of what is to be learned; whereas
retention was the use of both short term and long term memory in order to recall the events
learned. Generalisation then applies to what has been learned by putting into practice by
application to unfamiliar situations followed by performance, for example putting what was
learned into practice. Feedback on performance and evaluating the feedback was the final
element in this theory.
Perhaps Kolb’s theory on learning (Kolb, 1984) is the most famous and widely learning
model used particular for mature students it entails an experimental learning cycle consisting
of concrete experience, reflective observation, abstract conceptualisation and active
experimentation. This theory is perhaps the most relevant to research.

Figure 12 : Kolb’s experiential Learning cycle (McLeod, 2016)
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The cycle together with work from Honey and Mumford (2000) has identified at least 4 types
of learners


Reflector : Prefer to watch learn and review



Theorist: Prefer restructuring, thinking problems through step by step to reach a
conclusion



Pragmatist: Prefer to learn by the hands on experimental approach.



Activists: Prefers the challenges of new experiences, involvement with others, and
learning from the group discussion

As this researcher has an experienced background in research and development in the
natural scientists his preferences, prior to this research thesis, was for a research philosophy
that was positivist, deductive, objective and quantifiable. Through this approach a hypothesis
or null hypothesis is generated and through empirical investigation, quantitation of results
and objective analysis the hypothesis can be proved or disproved. If good laboratory practice
is adhered to the results can be reproduced and verified.
While it may be argued that this research thesis could be conducted using a
deductive quantitative philosophy, it was the opinion of this researcher that undertaking a
subjective inductive approach would further develop his research skill sets and enabled the
researcher to critically analyse the different approaches, benefits, meanings and
interpretation of both approaches to research and the significant differences between
research conducted in the natural sciences as opposed those in the social sciences. The
primary philosophy of the natural sciences leads to the generalisation that the results
achieved and hypothesis proved or disproved are reproducible under the original conditions
as defined by the researcher. However, using an inductive, qualitative approach, utilised
during this research, it is very possible that the results, conclusions and observations may
not be repeatable, either with the same cohort of participants or using an entirely different
subset of interviewees. Furthermore, an alternative researcher utilising the same data set
may devise entirely different conclusions. This was my primary learning output from this
thesis and the philosophy surrounding inductive research. The philosophical approach
selected has also enabled this researcher to question the approach to the natural sciences
in terms of whether true objectivism exists or whether the results and conclusion of empirical
research are subject to interpretation and the inherent bias of the researcher.
Through experience this researcher has developed the ability to collect, analyse and
interpret data extremely efficiently, this is not to suggest the conclusions derived from the
data generated during this research program are superfluous or given cursory examination.
Indeed the exact opposite was true. It is to suggest that through experience this researcher
has by his own admission a well developed and intuitive ability to recognize data patterns
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and their interconnectedness yet critically examine their interrelationship and relevance to
the research question. Again this is not to suggest the conclusions are correct but as
explained this was an inductive, interpretive research leading to the possibility that another
researcher using an alternative approach could lead to a different set of results conclusions
and deductions.
Fundamentally, this research topic enabled me to expand on my research skills and
repertoire. Although, extracting and understanding information is a daily social occurrence
for the majority of people. This was the first opportunity I had to do this on a formal basis and
to formulate questions relevant to a well defined and structured research topic. Furthermore,
the research philosophy selected enabled me to develop the ability and confidence to probe
or question responses to the original question in order to elicit additional information
pertaining to the research topic. This, therefore, enabled me to develop skills in listening and
interpretation of non-empirical and subjective data and to formulate a coherent thesis
consistent with data provided to the researcher relevant to the research topic. This as
explained is an extremely different approach to the structured, analytical and empirical
background of this researcher. This, therefore, enabled me to develop significant skills in
social interaction and the understanding that the potential biases could exist in the answer
provided by the respondent.
The interpretation and recognition of geometric patterns and numerical data is a
strength of the is this researcher; hence, the use of different mechanisms for data
collection and interpretation including such techniques as interviews as coding did prove to
be challenging yet they added to the learning experience and research and learning style of
the researcher.
During the project management modules, I learned that to be an effective project
manager requires significant communication skills and understanding of the problem to be
addressed. However in many instances the actual problem is often not fully understood by
the customer ; therefore through interviewing, listening, developing relevant questions,
critically analysing the answers and coding the responses this will enable me in the future to
fully understand the customer problem and enable the construction of deliverables fully
designed to produce project outputs addressing the actual problem, as opposed to the
suspected problem communicated by the customer and other relevant stakeholders. The
development of qualitative analytical skills, through interviews undertaken during the data
collection section of this research, will complement my analytical qualitative skills, hopefully
enabling me to be a more proficient and competent project manager in all process groups
including initiating, planning and execution which require different project management skills
to deliver effectively. For example, initiation often requires project managers to have
qualitative, deductive and inductive skills which I believe I have developed through
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undertaking this research. In contrast, perhaps planning and execution require more
quantitative analytic skills. This research thesis has; therefore, I believe has given me a
rounded approach to research philosophies and developed competencies in both the social
and natural sciences. This has resulting in the confidence to address each process group
and knowledge area with the skills and expertise required to undertake and manage a
successful project.
Applying this reflection to modern learning styles my preferred learning style would
have been pragmatist, based on my history of quantifiably empirical research; however the
fact that an inductive quantifiable approach was deployed this may imply that my learning
style has graduated towards being an activist by learning a different technique to research.
However, to be an effective researcher, in my opinion, it is not possible to have one
particular preference for learning. All learning styles are required to be an effective
researcher. A reflector style is required to observe and analyse results to draw inferences
and deductions. The ability to theorise is essential for researchers especially those involved
in deductive research where a hypothesis is required. A pragmatist preference is to test the
theory by experimentation; whereas, an activist enjoys implementing theory and putting it
into practice and seeking feedback and review. As result of undertaking this research
philosophy I can claim to have further developed my current approach yet concurrently I
have developed other core learning skills primarily a theorists and in particularly a reflector.
Using the expanded VARK model described earlier in this section I believe I have developed
my aural, verbal and social skills. This is important for further personal development as
traditionally being an empirical scientist I would have relied inter alia on physical and solitary
attributes.
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APPENDIX A: INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPTS AND OPEN CODING

PARTICIPANT 1
CODE
QUESTION

CODE

Q1IV

Please tell me about you role and
responsibilities

A1P1

ob Role technical transfer. Turns ideas into
invoices, works with over 100 researchers
looks at intellectual property. Screens the IP
using 3 categories. 1) it novel 2) is there an
inventive step and 3) most importantly can it
be applied to industry. When Yes to all 3
questions the TTO acts as conduit to
industry. An IP disclosure is filed with the
researchers and licensed to industry under
certain terms and conditions. This IP
disclosure forms acts to derisk the potential
problems by formally asking the questions
above.

Q2IV

To reiterate the idea: It is you function is
to get researchers involved to develop
commercially viable research then
transfer to industry and enable industry
commercialisation. So it appears to me
there is quite a long process before the
researcher has an idea before a
products hits the shelves. Is this an
enormously long process and hence
extremely high risk?

A2P1

Yes

When you sit down with your
researchers how you do define
success.
Researcher
gets
idea,
researcher gets funding, researcher
completes project, you find a partner,
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company commercializes it. In order to
make this happen how do you derisk
the process what risk are involved?

A3PI

First to ask the researcher to visualise what
this project could be further down the road
even at early stage design and getting
researchers to think about protecting IP early

Q3IV

ANSWER

CODE

OPEN CODING

CP11

Categories
for
project
commercialization include is it
novel does it have an inventive
step is there an industry
requirement

CP12

Visualise
commercialize
viability of project and protect
with IDF quickly

Q4IV

Is the process of design a formal
process do you identify schematics
identify what can go wrong do you
mitigate against risk or is this too early
in design stage.

A4P1

Yes a process exists and is underlined by an
invention disclosure form where ideas are
captured and then formally reviewed by IP
committee.

CP13

An invention disclosure is
formally reviewed by a panel no
formal risk management

Q5IV

s that a nominal group technique where
a group decision is made or is there a
formal checklist. Or is it an intuitive
feeling by the group.

A5P1

Yes there is a checklist a process and
procedure. Business perspective, market
size what companies could use this
technology are metrics to be assessed. So
yes there is a formal assessment method.

CP14

Assessment by business and
commercial perspective

Q6IV

As I understand it This can be a two
way system. Researchers to business
or on the other hand a company comes
in with an idea and wants to know how
to turn idea into a product using R&D. Is
this a different risk assessment process.

A6P1

CP15

Institute believes project is
derisked if company is involved
with EI at later stages

Q7IV

n any relationship these are potential
risks.
a
company
academic
relationship has the potential for
personality clashes. How is risk that
managed

A7P1

From this perspective the Institute believes
that the company is derisked as there is
funding from EI and it is assumed that EI has
assessed the commercial viability of the
project. Hence from TTO perspective the
company is already derisked. If a company
comes in with an idea TTO can be used as a
sounding board
As the main contact point between Industry
and researchers I can ensure if personality
clashes exist the project doesn't go ahead.
This Takes up to much time and diverts away
from other projects that could create metrics

Q8IV

Obviously prior to project initiation
negotiation take place as to scope time
quality who manages those negotiations

A8P1

TTO determines if company has the time
and resources manages negotiations with
PI and company .

CP16

Q9IV

Okay so these are the technical risk
involved and everyone is agreed they
exist. But then the budget start to slip
scope starts to creep, how is this
managed. Is there any formal risk
management procedure Who manages
the project on a day to day basis,

A9P1

It should be the PI, they meet every morning
with the team and “Maybe” the Pi should be
touch base with their industrial counterparts
once a week. It only when significantly
problems appear that the TTO is involved

CP17

In absence of centre TTO
negotiates projects constraints
in terms of scope time quality
no risk management
PI manages project only if
problems
does
TTO get
involved
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looking at resources available looking at
cash flow, looking at HR. Who is
determining
is
what
we
are
redeveloping
actually
what
the
customers requires.
Q10IV

So from a project
management
perspective, to clarify PI manages the
project and company monitors the
project. Is there a PMO office in DIT
who can advise the PI

A10P1

Yet There is single PMO point of contact
with directly links to PIs to write proposals for
funding. PMO is quite supportive but does
not perform ongoing project management
support but assists in writing proposal and
developing a project plan for that proposal.
55 projects personally. TTO office has been
short a man for 1 year both remaining TTO
to have 50% more work to do

CP18

There is a PO but is more
concerned with writing the
proposal and project plan does
not actively manage the project

Q11IV

How many projects are you undertaking
at the moment

A11P1

Q12IV

Again looking at that from the
perspective of risk, is that is a big risk

A12P1

Yes we don't have the resources or don't
have time so ye it is a risk?.

CP19

Biggest risk is that we don't
have the resource to effectively
engage with industry

Q13IV.

Hence this is risk cannot be managed
effectively

A13P1

Not in my opinion. The risk cannot be
managed effectively

Q14IV

who are you major stakeholders

A14P1:

CP110

Stakeholders include PI EI TTO
Institute industry partner

Q15IV

If I go through others, like researchers,
the PI is there anybody else involved,
including the the PMO who is involved
in the project.

A51P1

Main stakeholder is Industry with maximum
bulk of projects are EI Innovation
Partnerships
EI is the main funding body for projects and
is a large stakeholder. EI fund 80% of project
cost whereas companies only 20%. The EI
feasibility grant of 9,000 K can be used to
derisk technical aspects of the project before
progressing to full funding. EI also like to see
mentioned options to license before full
projects begin to justify commercial interest

CP111

EI funding initiatives can derisk
objects from a technical aspect
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Q16IV:

From what your told me is that you have
different stakeholders and at times
those stakeholders have different
requirements . TTO is attempting to get
a licence. EI trying to get company
funding. The customers CTF is a
product whereas the PI might want a
patent or publication. How to you do
balance these potentially conflicting
requirements when success may not be
defined as the same for everybody.
How is this process held together as
there are different measures of success
and hence different degree of risks

A16P1

At the end of the day it is about money.
Researchers love money. Not only for
funding but from royalties attached to the
sale of commercialize products based on
their inventions. 75% to the researcher 15%
to the school and 10% to the entire institute.

CP112

Money helps align the interests
of PI through royalty payments

Q17IV

so it is licensing revenue that derisk or
aligns the stakeholders

A17P1

Yes If a spinout is created DIT take 15%
equity that also helps to derisk that entity with
respect to trying to get third party investment.

CP113

Q18IV

Could you tell me a little about the risk
in terms of the company itself in terms
of the project assuming project risk
have been negated. Is there an inherent
risk from the company: If there is how
do you manage risk in terms of attitude,
funding ability How do you differentiate
between those companies who are
serious and those who are not. Is that a
risk that is actively accessed is there
screening process.

A18P1

Attended trade show and other events. I use
an ABC grading

CP114

DIT takes equity share in
company which derisk that
entity with respect to future
investment
Use intuitive ABC grading to
determine companies suitable
for licensing IP

Q19IV

So you have a system yourself, is it
intuitive

A19P1

Yes this is my system not a formal institute
system and it is based on my experience.
Based on my experience coming from
Industry a lot of companies see academics
as risky in that they don't deliver on time on
budget and have poor communication skills.

CP120
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Researchers will not fail quick
or cheap and will continue the
project regardless of milestones
achievement

Researchers love money and they will not fail
cheaply and they will not fail fast and will
continue the project regardless of milestone
achievement.
Q20IV

A major risk from the company
therefore is lack of a termination point
built into the project

A20P1

you have to have the courage to say stop if
the project is not working. Often it's the TTO
responsibility
because
company
has
leveraged money from EI hence risk is low.

CP21

Often
companies
won't
terminate because of the high
financial funding from EI

Q21IV

So there are no check and balances
that if milestones aren’t reached the
project is terminated

A21P1

In Licensing agreements the Institute takes
no liability for the project not working

CP122

The institute as per the contract
takes no liability for project not
working

Q22IV

Do the companies manage the projects
directly do they have an external project
management or key contact

A22P1

Yes companies do manage the project and
they bring project management experience
into the consortium. However researchers do
not have same pressure as industry and they
feel they will deliver the project whenever
they can. Therefore the project plans are
very loosely defined and they are they
defined
differently
between
the
2
collaborators. Yes they are threats in relation
to future funding ext can influence PI in
relation to project delivery.

CP123

some companies manage the
projects but the project can be
loosely
defined
and
the
researchers do not have the
same pressures as Industry

Q23IV

Because company is not physically
located here it is more project
monitoring and mentoring

A23P1

Yes agreed, Other thing I’d like to add is
what I also do before taking on a project is to
hire a market consultant to determine
commercial viability of project before
initiation. Also I derisk by bringing in an EI
developmental advisor (DA) with PI and
explain commercial benefits of application.
DA brings the project through to the IRCC for
approval (a nominal group technique)

CP124

EI do derisk the project through
the DA and IRCC but this is
technical and commercial risk in
initial stages

Q24IV

it's clear to me that risk is obviously
recognized by the institute you have

A24P1

no but there is a big gap for a process where
you could plug and play certain risks into a

CP125

No there is no formal risk
policies and templates but
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you own proprietary ways and
mechanism dealing with and mitigating
against risk. However are there any
formal risk policies? i.e. do you plan risk
management, identify risk quantity and
quantitative risk. Do you have risk
responses and control risk plans.
Essentially you will have a risk register?

system and categorise and rank then. Some
PI just use gut experience gut and
experience but when under serious pressure
to get metrics and they may push through or
ignore risk to get a project through as a
metric. That pressure has to be taken off in
order to get people to think better and more
clearly.

Q25IV

Therefore there should be a set of
objective facts and rules to remove
these pressures

A25P1

Yes

Q26IV

Are you risk averse or risk neutral

A26P1

Q27IV
Q28IV

Is that typical of your TTO office
Is the institute risk averse

A27P1
A28P1

I would have the entrepreneurial flair
meaning I seek risk
No they are risk averse
Yes they are, fear of failure, humiliation is not
treated very well amongst academic
community. One company invested 300 k but
they changed and delayed by 5 months but
not risk mitigation . Researchers have a very
different mindset from Industry

Q29IV

Therefore from what I'm understanding
there is no framework for risk mitigation,
no contingency for delayed project or
other risks. There no risk register risk
plan, most risk is everything based on
intuition and experience.

A29P1

Q30IV

Do companies get actively involved in
risk management process do they
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pressure to deliver a project
can increase risk. If risk were
outlined earlier these pressures
could be relieved

CP126

I agree risk is being done but not formally
There is a TRL scale for technology
readiness it would be great to have a scale
for risk

A30P1 no they don't as the in IP projects
projects the companies only spend 20%.

Institute and TTO office are risk
averse as fear of failure and
humiliation is not treated well
amongst academics

CP127 No framework for risk
mitigation no contingency plan
most risk is based on intuition
and experience

CP128

Although no formal project risk
is done a technology readiness
level is assigned to the
technology which in a way de
risks the technology

CP129

Because of state funding there
is a minimal requirement for

identify risk during the project and is
that translated into a proposal to
mitigate against risk

Limited requirement to spend money on
project management or risk management

companies to get actively
involved in risk management
and project management

Q31IV

:Project contains many phases is it only
Initiating that risk management are
applied to

A31P1

Primarily

CP130

When risk is assessed in is
primarily during initiation

Q32IV

looking at the risk involved in project
closure where you are heavily involved
where are the risk there

A32P1

CP131

There has been a history of
academics being flaky with
nobody to hold them to account
and in some cases there has
been huge investment with little
return. Industry see working
with academia as itself a risk
and therefore won't re engage

Q33IV

do you believe the type and nature of
projects being taken in in DIT are high
risk.

A33P1

For me there are no risks. A licence is signed
as the deliverable what I would like to see is
impact how many jobs etc would be a good
measurement of risk. Project
There is So much pressure to get funding
from EI is there is no measure for impact
accept a licence agreement Going back to an
earlier point industry look at academics as
flakes because there is nobody to be held to
account due to licensing agreements and
there have been a lot of failures with huge
investment with little measurable tangible
return. Industry see engagement within some
academic institutions as itself a risk and
therefore won't engage. Comm. funds are
very high funding solely academic project to
derisk technology before undertaking by
industry
Yes they are high risk because they are not
thought through with the consumer in mind.
Not that the project s are technically
challenging to do but they have the end
consumer in mind.
But not the academic fault they have been
trained with other objectives in mind.

CP132

a lot of projects in DIT are high
risk because they do not have
the end consumer in mind but
that is not the academics fault
as they are trained with other
objectives in mind

Q34IV

I know you are not a scientist but risk
management has been shown to
increase project success Yet a number
of academics suggest it stifles creativity

A34P1

I disagree with that you can't have a laissez
faire attitude to research. In academic when
using public money you should utilise all tool
to insure project success. Using Risk

CP133

Risk management should not
stifle creativity. When using
public money there is a
responsibility to use risk
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and innovation what are you thoughts.

Management they can still being creative but
in a more structured way.

management which in my
opinion can still lead to
creativity in a structured way

Q35IV

What's risks are most relevant to a TTO

A35P1

Q36IV

What's happens if IP does not do what
is intended to do

A36P1

Q37IV

Are there any validation procedures that
have to take place before transfer

A37P1

I would like to see some beta or alpha testing
in the market risks that project won't be
successful puts too much pressure on
researchers who won't react with industry
thus reducing pool of talent for industrial
research There is
no formal risk
management process being done. Risk
management is being done on an ad hoc
basis but if done procedurally it would would
encourage researchers .

CP134

Q38 IV

how supportive are the institute of
collaborative industry research

A38P1

They are only interest is education
generating revenue from private students
Industry research is not top of the agenda.
Not giving researchers time off to engage in
research and not just teaching. It would be
great to have a project repository to for
terminated or successful projects to learn
from

CP135
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: A company fails to pay royalties to the
Institute
good point

Note P1 fully agrees that the
implementation
of
risk
management
policy
would
greatly help the success of
projects.
Beta testing of results would
remove market risks. Risk
management may encourage
researchers to partake in
industry research as it would
reduce pressure to interact

There is little support from the
institute they are primary
teaching where revenue is
focussed on increasing student
numbers

PARTICIPANT 2
CODE
QUESTION

CODE

Q1IV

A1P2

Just for the record could you state your
name and position

ANSWER
My name is P2 our organisation fund 15
technology Gateways in 11 institutes of
technology (IOTS) delivering near to market
solutions for Irish Industry

CODE

OPEN CODING

CCP21

Experienced funder

CCP22

Fund Near to market solutions

Q2IV

Therefore as a member of this funding
agency you are right at the top of
pyramid of funding private public
partnerships in Ireland

A2P2

Yes

Q3IV

From your perspective as a project
funder what are you critical success
factors . How do you decide to allocate
funding?

A3P2

Our remit is to developing economic activity
that means to enabling companies based in
Ireland to generate new products or services
or enhanced products. Products we want to
support are close to market with high level of
technology
readiness.
We
support
mechanisms to assist the IOTs to work with
companies on near to market technologies
on projects no longer than 18 months
including innovation partnerships short term
projects, vouchers and contract research
innovation vouchers.

CCP23

Generate economic activity

CCP24

Near To Market solutions for
Industry

CCP25

Increase research capacity for
IOTs

There has to be a level of innovation involved
and there has to be a degree of risk involved
but very driven by market need. The
application is based on industry need
assessment. We will not fund anything
unless there is an industry need for it. An
application that comes into us that doesn’t
research these critical criteria don’t get
approved. Even if technology is really good if
there is no commercial need it doesn't get
funded.

CCP26

There has to be a level of risk
and innovation

CCP27

There has be an industry need
for the project

The Technology Gateways application was a

CCP28

Derisked by 2 stage process

Q4IV

Do you think Because you think they
are close to market they are less risk
projects

A4P2
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Q5IV

Does that create a risk when you get a

A5P2

proposal how do you know the
academic may put a commercial spin
on the project to obtain the finding .
How do you derisk that scenario do you
have a committee? do you have a
checklist with certain criteria?

Q6IV

Q7IV

Q8IV

Who are you primary stakeholders

2 stage process we got 43 applications in
stage 1 industry need assessment which was
a business case and identification of industry
sector and identification of companies and
specific needs that how it was derisked, also
an industry. Consultation process. We also
have performance related funding we fund a
Gateway Manager who is responsible for
industry engagement project management
and closure. When you end through the
process you shed a number of stages you
employ expert groups panels and Delphi
techniques. Initially The process was done
internally using EI sectorial staff for each
department worked on tract record of
applicant groups. A Sanity check was also
done we analysed the type of skill sets in
each proposal It if did not map onto to
industry need we derisked it by saying no.
A6P2

That's
interesting
because
you
previously stated the purpose was to
generate economic activity but the
institute might have other objectives
how to you try and align EIs objectives
with that of the institute.

A7P2

You are fully funding some centres

A8P2
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industry need internal experts

CCP28

Delphi technique

CCP29

Nominal group review

CCP210

Industry
team

Major stakeholders are industry also has to
be a realisation that to transfer innovation the
IOT are stakeholders they have there own
objectives a to why they are involved in the
process and of course EI are major
stakeholder.

CCP211

Stakeholders Industry

CCP212

Stakeholders EI

CCP213

Stakeholders IOTS

Because we are very clear what we want we
very narrow focus in terms of product related
funding. There are performance and funding
metrics that must be achieved by each
centre the programs has been changed to
measure number of complete projects not
started projects. Extra funding is given to
gateways that exceed targets and probation
are in place. If targets are not reduced to
80% funding can be withdrawn

CCP214

Very
narrow
gateways

CCP215

Continuous measurement

CCP216

financial penalties

we monitor metrics during monthly reports if

CCP217

Close monitoring and Planning

expert

leading

targets

the

for

therefore you don't regard them as
risky but you have centres under
80%.What do you do they to derisk and
evaluate risk within those centres.

Q9IV

Q10IV

After the review do you you get a formal
plan back does the institute develop a
risk plan and risk mitigation strategy

A9P2

Do the centres proactively address risk.
In Industry risk is identified and
mitigated extensively. Is it to say that
the institute address risk reactively as
opposed to proactively

A10P2
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during 2 successive quarters metrics aren't
achieved we meet the college head of
research we engage in a plan try and find out
what's going wrong and if performance is not
achieved funding is withdrawn.

CCP216

Cause and effect analysis

yes we look for a formal plan with associated
risks . There can be a multitude of why things
go wrong . For us it's very important research
supports within the institutes in terms of HR
financial are available.

CCP218

Formal risk plan

CCP219

Important institute has research
supports in terms of HR etc

we have to take a step back and understand
who we are dealing with. I would see it very
much as a cultural change in the IoT in terms
of working with Industry. You're dealing with
academics and they enter academia for a
particular reason. Within the academic
environment career progression for them is
around educating students it's also about
peer reviewed publications. The projects to
work with industry to solve problems are is
not always compatible with producing papers
so there is that is dynamic tension that EI as
funder must deal with. There is also the issue
and about cultural challenges there are
predominantly teaching colleges when they
do undertake to research they tend go the
very basic side of research as opposed to
applied. There is a unique dynamic involved
with working with a company. There is also a
problem with SMEs who don't have a history
of collaboration so there's a cultural issue
their as well. So about college unique
pressure involved in working with Industry we
as the funding agency have to address their
understanding of the need and supports of
the gateways so we put a lot of thought into
communicating what we think the problems

CCP220

No
It
a
cultural
thing.
Predominantly
IOTs
are
teaching colleges were formal
risk strategies are not mature

are and developing relationships and for the
IOTS to understanding the culture required to
deliver projects for industry. There is Very
close communication with the gateway
manager, at least 1 a week. Also about the
IOTS understanding of schedule quality
general industry needs.
Q11IV

You do have a steering committee fro
each centre how effective is the
steering committee at making sure the
centre stays on track and that risks
have been identified and mitigated

A11P2

he Reason for the steering committee was
not an executive role it was meant to be
mentoring role to keep the centre on track.
Technology centres which EI also supports
have a different model with a board of
directors. Because they invest directly
whereas TG is more of an open access
model. What has being recommended is that
the college take an executive management
committee which will include Finance HR etc
This will be mandatory in the next
application. Previously unilateral decisions
undertaken by finance not understanding the
culture of research and not understanding
the effects that their decisions had on the
Gateway performance to interact with
Industry impacted the Gateway performance.
However Performance related funding does
focus minds as 30% overheads are provided
over and above basic funding

CCP221

Reason for steering committee
is not risk analysis in IOTS and
does not have executive
function; however in the future
an executive internal committee
will be required.

Q12IV

You said before in you interview most of
these IOTs are teaching institutes
where is the incentive for the academic
to
become
involved
in
quite
pressurized industry projects where
there
are
defined
milestones
deliverables
plus
their
teaching
requirements . Where is the insensitive
for this to happen

A12P2

I would agree that’s its an issue that we have
little control. However there should also be
equal recognition from IOTS for generation
and licensing of IP as there should for be
peer reviewed publications:

CCP222

There should be recognition for
generation an licensing of IP as
much as for peer reviewed
publication
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Q13IV.

Have you come across project failures
conflict how are these managed Are
they managed by enterprise Ireland are
there lesson learned that come back

A13P2

Yes the program is an evolution of lesson
learned and learning from previous problems
Also EIs remit is balanced regional
development. Where there was a fit between
the IoTs and company it was funded. If it was
perceived as traditional research projects or
more a basic research projects some were
not funded going forward these were the
lesson learned from our side.

CCP222

The program is an evolution of
lessons learned and these are
formal

Q14IV

Q13IV Are you aware of any formalised
procedures that IOTs have put in place
like project management offices or
project managers who would have
oversight or assist PIs in project
management. My understanding is PI
have the technical expertise but usually
the project manager doesn't do the
technical work

A14P2:

CCP224

Business management skill
were required by EI manager
must be from industry

CCP 225

No formal PMO

CCP226

Developing the company and
relationship is the greatest risk

From your perspective what are you
critical success factors:

A51P2

A14P2: We acknowledged this in our
Gateway program that there is business
management skills required to facilitate the
interaction of colleges with Industry and
that's why TG managers must be industry
experienced so they understand the
expectations of project delivery to manage
the projects and to derisk the projects. From
EIs prospective developing the relationship
and understanding the companies is
inherently risk management. This is a way of
importing this commercial culture into the
college.
It all about successful projects delivered for
companies softer metric like number of
researchers working on projects, level of
licence agreements, level of industry
contribution to the project which is an
important criteria because if a company is
spending their own money on project that
mean they are more actively involved

CCP227

Companies involved (CSF)

CCP228

Number or researchers (CSF)

CCP229

number of projects (CSF)

CCP230

Licences (CSF)

CCP231

company contribution (CSF)

Q15IV
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Q16IV:

Q17IV

Therefore if there a standoff between
company and an academic where the
company wants to get heavily involved
in a project.

Looking at the holistic research
environment in Ireland it's very crowded
I've counted 42 officially funded centres
including SFI EI and IDA . Is there a
threat to the Gateway that the big
funded
centres
cannibalise
the
gateways
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A16P2

A17P2

Depends on the company the best projects
are the projects where companies allocate a
resource to the project to monitor the
projects. Projects that haven’t worked are
where the company come in the college write
the proposal and give the money and come
back 18 months later and being not happy
with the deliverable. Best projects are when
companies meet on regular basis at least 1
week as on any R&D project thing can
change and that the very nature of R&D.
Best example I can give is a small company
placed a person onsite during the project
which ensured close communication and
project management. typically because of the
multinationals having a defined project
management system they typically are
heavily involved in risk management and
project management. Also HPSU can be
located in incubation centres in close
proximity to research centres improves
project performance. Conversely some
HPSU do not understanding that they need
to resource the project with not not just
money but time and people

CCP232

Depends of the company

CCP234

Best
project
are
when
companies are heavily involved
meet once a week

CCP233

Multinational
because
maturity bring formal
management

CCP235

Collocation
of
incubation
centres with research centres

Each program should be aware of its position
on the technology readiness level Gateway
are very near to companies and have
experienced levels of growth from are 150
completed projects in 2012 to 550 projects
this year and value of projects has increased
to 12 million industry projects completed The
TG does not exist with a vacuum and there
are no silos there is multi centre collaboration
EI does not funded science in TG but
business development and this is the big
derisk and an advantage for TG

CCP236

TGs are highly successful 550
completed project in 2016

CCP237

Each centre has own position in
technology readiness level

CCP238

Collaboration between centres
is expected and is done

of
risk

Q18IV

Q19IV
Q20IV

Successful or otherwise do EI audit the
projects after completions it terms of it
success ability to deliver for company
adherence to scope schedule quality. Is
there an official audit done after project
conclusion

Does this create lesson learned fro the
next program or project
There is a perception that academics
are flaky that they don't deliver, that
their communications skills and project
management skills are poor hence
there is a perception that academia is
not they way to go for R&D
collaboration and that Industry copartnership is probably the better route.
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A18P2

No I think the process of actually looking at
the impact for the company probably comes
through the dedicated DA and technologies.
There is a formal process conducted before
the project is approved. In order for a
company to get a project it must be support
by the DA who assesses the project on
technical and commercial grounds and
presents this to the IRCC. We bring in
external consultants on a regular basis to
look at issue around the projects and involve
external economic analysis consultants who
meet with companies and academics
looking at how programs are managed and
critically determining does an economic
impact occur

A19P2

absolutely

A20P2

I say that is a fair analysis of the perception
of some companies. We try to critically deal
with that perception through the gateways ie
the type of staff we want to hire through the
gateway. It's not completely unfounded as
academics by their nature are academic. The
Gateways are open at business hours and
don't shut through the summer. The biggest
risk is a bad experience for a company which
colors their view of the process this can be a
two way process this is why research
supports provided through the gateway are
so important especially for young academics.
Furthermore the projects are not for profit.
The currency of collaboration is trust
between both partners and that the company
understands the limitations . There is an
advantage with working with a college due to
research sponsorship by various funding
agencies.

CCP 239

Projects are reviewed by for
technical
and
commercial
impact by in-house specialists

CCP240

Projects are not audited after
conclusion

CCP241

DA will assess impact on
company through infortmal
basis

CCP241

Consultants are routinely used
to assess impact of projects

CCP 242

Currency of collaboration is
trust

CCP243

EI have put business supports
in

CCP244

Projects
not
for
profits
advantage to working with
Academic due to other funding
models available

Q21IV

Do you perform formal risk analysis for
the Gateways Program over 12 months
is there a formal risk assessment
strategy in place

A21P2

yes this is done on a formal ongoing basis
taking to companies and steering committee
and encourage gateways to express
problems.

CCP245

Formal risk analysis done on
centres

Q22IV

A22IV On the innovation partnerships
your mentioned there is a risk mitigation
section where certain risk are identified
and mitigated I am correct in saying this
and
it's
the
same
on
the
commercialisation fund

A22P1

If a proposal comes in from a technical and
commercial perspective the internal team
can intuitively determine the risks the risk.

CCP246

No formal risk analysis informal
based on experience of project
assessors

Q23IV

Is there a risk due to the various
different
stakeholders
EI
IOTS
companies etc they’ll have different
measures of success. I know your
ultimate measure of success is is a
successful project for the company but
a TTO may be a license ,a centre
manager a voucher application a PI
might have a publication. So you have
these entire different stakeholder
potentially looking at different measures
of success.

A23P2

Yet there is that tension but he tension is
dealt with as TTO are funded by EI

Q24IV

but a TTO might push out a licence that
isn't worth the paper it's written o

A24P2

Not really the gateways and TTO are very
aligned as the biggest source of licences
come from the Gateways. We think the risk
for gateways to deliver are more around the
challenges
around
the
academic
environment and the need to teach
undergraduates and do reach concurrently at
the same time by the researchers

CCP247

Biggest
challenge
around
availability of academics
Note P2 believes this research
being done is very valid and
would be very interested in
seeing the output . It's certainly
something we are very aware
of and on a positive note there
is very much a cultural shift in
the importance of industry for
academia and this research
could enhance this perception
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Q25IV

Do you think Industry projects are a
hassle to academic institutes and
universities or is it viewed as extra
funding revenue.

A25P2

No because if you work with companies it
gives you the credibility to seek other funding
which may be more basic in nature such as
H2020 funding HEA ect.

CCP248

Working with industry enables
academics access to other
types of more fundamental
research

ANSWER

CODE

OPEN CODING

PARTICIPANT 3
CODE
QUESTION

CODE

Q1IV

For the record could you state your
name and position

A1P3

My name is P3 and I am a Gateway Manager

CP31

Experienced
team

Q2IV

what's your day to day to role

A2P3

CP32

Business Development

Q3IV

That interesting coming from project
management that could be regarded as
project initiation at this stage you
discover or define what deliverables the
industry partner wants. Is there any risk
associated at that particular juncture
would you start to define risks at that
point

A3P3

Day to day role is to essentially to develop
interactions with industry based around
technologies centre has competencies i.e.
those technologies around photic and optics
and applications of same for industrial
solutions, business development i.e. meeting
companies identifying the issues they would
like solved providing solutions and working
towards getting funding for those projects
At that time I think the risks you would see
would be very global and very broad. One of
the major risks is whether the skills and
expertise we have really fits with what the
company is looking for. What we would not
like to do is discuss a project or a potential of
a project where we felt our expertise wasn't
strong enough. So that’s the only risk at that
point that I would generally consider The
risks that we look at afterwards come more
to the fore when we start to develop the
project itself.

CP33

Risk of Competency Match

How do you mitigate against those risk
because there has been some
suggestions that there is pressure for
metrics . You are funded by EI so there
is pressure to take companies in, how
do you balance the risk of should we do
85 | P a g ethis project or we are going to lose a
metric which is important for funding

A4P3

That is something very topical in terms of
something we discussed at a previous
meeting with EI as to how a metric driven
engagement can be extremely risky
particularly if you are under pressure.
Particularly if you are behind in your metrics
you may be willing to take on something that
is not in your work space and hence there is
an obvious risk associated with that.
However from our perspective we're
fortunate in so far as we can be selective, we

CP34

Autonomy
metrics

CP35

Pressure can lead to risky
engagement

Q4IV

manager

to

select

and

project

do have a reasonable amount of autonomy in
terms to say yes or no, but there is always
something in the back of your mind to
suggest whether you would consider taking
on something that is riskier than you would
normally do.
Q5IV

Q6IV

Q7IV

Was that a formal project assessment
process or is that you and your team
going through your skill sets and
determining if this project is suitable

A5P3

You take on projects big and small who
manages the projects .

A6P3

risk management if a subset of project
management in that context when you
do have a PI do you go through any
formal risk analysis in before the project
starts. Are primary risks identified and
how how do you mitigate them or is it
done on an ad hoc basis such as when
a risk occurs we’ll solve it then. How
does that process happen within you
centre
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A7P3

Absolutely at that point it is very informal .
For 70-75 % of projects there will be an
obvious path. For the other 25 % it's
brainstorming to determine if this is really
something we are competent to take on and
to achieve what the company wants to
achieve
Its phased in some sense, Initial interactions
are primarily done by myself or gateway
staff. Quite a bit of suitability discussions are
conducted It is good at an early stage in
order to be able to balance expectations and
that you very clear what you competencies
are and what the company wants. Once you
move into a project the project management
is delegated to a person in the group such as
CAPPA researcher or senior PI. On a regular
basis we will have meetings to look at
progress bottleneck or any issue that might
come up.
It's probably 2 phased for the initial
engagement there are some very obvious
risks in terms of the work we do and where
we are clear on what those risks they are
communicated very early to the client. We
always communicate risks because what we
believe is the best approach may not always
work. but in that case would you have an
alternative would you have a mitigation
strategy . Sometimes you do and sometimes
you don't it will depend and how specific or
how nuanced the work required will be. If has

CP36

No formal risk assessment

CP37

75%/25%
nominal
group
brainstorming techniques

CP38

Project management done by
PI

CP39

Risk
around
expectations
deliverables
done
through
extensive communication

CP310

No
apparent
analysis by PI

CP311

Risk Mitigation is not always
possible at project level

formal

risk

to be very tightly controlled and has to be
very goal driven and a very specific
deliverable your options are often limited. If
we could approach the problem in a number
of ways we would grade them in terms of
both cost and risk and time involved. The risk
is not given anymore weight at that point that
the deliverable
Q8IV

Do you have a PMO office here:

A8P3

Not specifically for CAPPA. The nearest
equivalent we would have is the technology
transfer office. They tend to get involved in
the longer and larger engagement that we do
such as innovation partnerships.

CP312

No PMO

Q9IV

Sorry to cut across you but you
mentioned the TTO and they are one of
you stakeholder. Could you outline who
you other stakeholder are and how you
balance your stakeholders because
sometimes there are conflicting need
and
requirements
from
your
stakeholders.

A9P3

To be far we are given a reasonable level of
autonomy. The institute are 1 of our
stakeholders and use CAPPA to publicise
what the Institute see as good work being
done

CP312

Stakeholders
EI
steering
committee EI Companies PI
researchers and Institute

CP312A

Autonomy is important

Q10IV

Are They are supportive

A10P3

CP313

Supportive Institute

Q11IV

But they do see research as a positive

A11P3

Yes absolutely in so far as they can be but
there is often restrictions.
absolutely

CP314

Q12IV

It's not just a case of having to do it or
having it secondary to education.

A12P3

No i don't believe so for university research
and teaching were always hand in hand. For
CIT its original ethos and background was
developing education and that changed vey
much in the last 8-10 years and research is
playing a much bigger part of that and it
worked quite well in terms of the type of
research which is industrial engagement.
The IOTS always had a long term plan for
student work placements and internships.

CP315

Institutes see research as a
positive
Not secondary to teaching hand
in hand in terms in industrial
applied research
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Q13IV.

Could we say that academics don't like
industrial research because it take away
time from teaching or that they feel
under pressure or that they feel
unrewarded for it . Is there a problem
engaging with academics? is that a risk
for you

A13P3

I think the problem engaging with academics
to be far is to say that they are already quite
overworked in terms of teaching. However
there are academic who would like to get into
a research environment finding the balance
to be able to do that is quite difficult .

CP316

Overworked academics
enough time for research

Q14IV

How do you try to find the balance,
again there is a risk is there a mitigation
for it . Is there a strategy that will allow
or free up time.

A14P3:

There is ability for academic staff to do some
research provided a way can be found to
cover
their
fundamental
teaching
requirements. So there is a way for academic
to buy out hours and you don't have to go
from being purely academic to purely
research you can start by collaborating with
those doing more research.

CP317

Ability to buy out researcher
time or collaborate part time

Q15IV

What are you critical to success factors
at the end of the day how do you
measure success

A51P3

Personally there is 2 ways 1 is customer
satisfaction and that is very important to me.
And this is captured through the use of case
studies
and
testimonials.
Repeat
engagement is also a measure of success
how many or what percentage of our
customers are returning clients. For the
future what we will look for are referrals.

CP318

Customer satisfaction, case
studies testimonials repeat
engagement
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not

Q16IV:

Thats interesting because you haven't
mentioned you metrics from EI as being
success factors or they're irrelevant
once you’ve done everything right
everything else fall into place

A16P3

If we're good at our job and if we provide a
proper platform to do R&D in a way that the
client wants I believe the metrics will fall out
of that . That doesn't always happen but
that's the ethos I like to build.

CP319

Metrics are a pressure but f a
proper
R&D
platform
is
established metrics are a result

Q17IV

When you start a big project and you
have one of you PIs as a project
manager how engaged are industry to
Industry put in there own project
manager do they assess their own risks
or do they stand off and wait for the end
deliverable.

A17P3

there is a mixture, it depends on how big the
company is and it also depends on how
much experience they have working with a
3rd level institute or with in house R&D. If the
company is well established and has an R&D
section they are very keen to have one of
their personnel involved in terms of they will
come to weekly or biweekly meetings or they
would almost drive the project from there
side of things and that a requirement I would
like to have and would encourage but it's not
always possible. We dealt with a few
companies that are very new to R&D and
they was an element of hand holding and
bringing them along

CP320

Industry engagement depends
on size experience typically
very involved with numerous
meeting not directly involved as
PMs

Q18IV

Do they bring up risk as an element

A18P3

Yes they do absolutely from their point of
view they may not be risk aware or be overly
cautious I think the approach we take there is
not there is always risk

CP321

Yes they do but not specifically
they assume risk is an element
of research

Q19IV

Yes but do they come in with a sheet

A19P3

No not at all the global level the only risk they

CP322

No formal risk assessment by
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listing their risks

may consider is risk they might have is what
happens if this doesn't work

Q20IV

So it's not a structured list of risks

A20P3

No

Q21IV

How does your management structure
help you deal with risk.
but you also have an industry steering
committee
You been given a remit from EI but
there's a risk that your doing other work
or that academics are using resources
for other non related work that's not
relevant to industry how is that risk
mitigated.
Does
your
steering
committee assist in this?

A21P3

Yes we also have our Centre Head

A22P3

We grown that recently and diversified i

A23P3

Q24IV

Does the steering committee work for
you in terms and guidance and risk
analysis

A24P3

Q25IV

We talked about inherent risks in
projects and how you deal with
companies there is a risk to yourself as
a centre is contingent on continually
industry engagement how do you
manage risk in your pipeline for
example you have an active pipeline
and then it collapses is that something
you actively manage the risk around .

A25P3

Q27IV

Do you asses your pipeline in a formal
way or do you know intuitively these are
strong companies and the pipeline is
strong

Q28IV

When you are writing a proposal is the
project management planning done by

Q22IV
Q23IV
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companies only risk is what
happens if project doesn't work

CP323

Centre head

No it not through the steering committee it is
done internally. No we will get a lot of
suggestions from our steering committee as
to how we should act but untimely our
guiding principle fall back to our funding
committee EI

CP324

Steering committee does not
suggest or mitigate risks related
to misappropriation of staff

Yes they do and I would hope they would
work a little bit more. The industry client will
always want more that you can realistically
deliver and this always has to be managed.
Yes if we can diversify the pipeline we have
at least 50 % of the projects are doable

CP324

The steering committee does
some guidance and risk
analysis

CP326

By diversifying pipeline

A27P3

Yes I think it is intuitive and strength of
pipeline is based around the initial
discussions with the companies.

CP327

Risk to pipeline is intuitive and
based on discussions with
companies no formal risk
analysis

A23P3

Primarily

CP328

Proposal
and
project
management
done
by

your centre

academia and not industry

Q29IV

And it is then reviewed by the company
does project management use set EI
guidelines or in house guidelines.

A29P3

It follows what we would see as best
practice. I have some idea how projects
should be managed primarily based on size
how they should be managed in terms of
Risk are identified in terms of HR scope time
but not as separate work package. We have
a plan that if any of these goes wrong we
have a contingency to counter contact.

Q30IV

well that could be considered risk
management essentially
If that done on a semi formal or formal
basis

A30P3

exactly

A31P3

Q31IV

There was a comment or suggestion
that there is no place for risk
management in R&D because it styles
creativity

Q32IV

That an interesting point risk is cultural
it national its individualistic. Would you
regard yourself as risk neutral or
adverse or a risk taker

Q31IV
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CP329

PMI
project
management
practices not applied but some
informal risk are done in
relation to scope time quality

I'd say semi formal but done to a lesser
extent when the projects are shorter

CP330

informal risk analysis
more on larger projects

A31P3

That’s only through to a point. One of the
arguments i heard in recent times is that
funding for fundamental research is not
warranted and that people should be looking
for more solution driven approach and a lot
of funding is going that way Risk
management in fundamental research
besides the clinical field is less important
there has to be an element of let's try and
see what we can see from this let's try and
explore. However when we are delivering for
a client using state funding or direct funding
there is an obligation to be risk aware that’s
not to say risk mitigation should take up
significant time.

CP331

Risk analysis should not be
done on fundamental research
however on industrial applied
client driven research it should
be

A32P3

I would be risk neutral . We do have project
where I would see little risk in them but we
have the right balance of low to high risk
projects.

CP332

Risk Neutral but we have a
balanced portfolio of low and
high risks

done

Q33IV

Could the same be said about the
institute itself

A33P3

: Difficult to comment on as only 2 research
centres here in CIT and I would imagine they
have similar approaches to what we have.
Finance is the biggest risk form colleges
perspective.

CP333

Biggest risk
Financial

Q34IV

What are you biggest risks as a centre

A34P3

For me the ability to keep people who are
good and can deliver projects

CP334

Biggest risk is retaining expert
staff

Q35IV

How can you do that in the context
where reward systems aren't really
within your remit

A35P3

No there not, what we have to do is look to
providing stability for the employee hopefully
to enable longer term contracts and to allow
a certain degree or research flexibility. Within
a public service environment there are lots of
rules and regulations that we have to work
around.

CP335

Flexibility around type of
research and longer term
contracts for stability

Q36IV

: What happens when you don't have a
successful customer what risk are
involved there

A36P3

That's ok so long as it's being managed

Q37IV

does the TTO get involved

A37P3

Generally not for example we had one poor
relationship down to poor communication
and project management aspects

CP335

Project breakdown occurs due
to
poor
relationship
and
communication

Q38IV

In terms of those lesson learned are
they formally documented are they
passed down formally or informally.

A38P3

We generally don't document them but
communication verbally during meetings

CP336

Lesson learned not formally
documented

Q39IV

It's a cultural thing really it's embedded
in the culture as opposed to formal
procedures

A39P3

Yes it is you you have limited funding and
limited personal so is there only so much risk
management and project management that
can be undertaken we are also responsible
for admin work PR work so when added all
together this all takes time.

CP337

In depth formal project and risk
management takes up limited
resources

Q40IV

Do you think if there was a project
management office here with support

A40P3

I'd like to see how that would work but my
initial instinct that that would add another

CP338

Not supportive of PMO could
see it as another layer of
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to

institute

is

and templates a well as to analyse the
risks or we'll take a lot of that burden of
you and will manage or assist you.

layer of red tape that we don't need. We do a
lot of projects that the level of detail needed
won't require a project management office.
Could work if there was a degree of
autonomy from PMO

bureaucracy

Q41IV

You seem quite happy that the way you
have your centre set up and your
people trained that you don't need more
formal risk management. You doing
sufficient risk management and its
working for you?

A41P3

Yes I i think so . Can you do more possibly
yes but what is the return for it cost of return
becomes an issue. For the most part we've
managed the process where its efficient but
not overly burdensome. The Development of
our risk management process has come from
dealing with industry initially we had a more
ad hoc approach to this but now we are more
circumspect

CCP339

Risk management is applied
efficiently but cannot become
burdensome. We have learned
a lot of risk management from
industry

Q42IV

We primarily talked about risk
management being done in initiation
and it's done with the customer . That
one part of the life cycle. Then you go
into planning election monitoring and
controlling
and
closure
is
risk
management done through out all the
project life cycle or is it just primarily
initiation

A42P3

Risk are generally outlined at the start when
we get into execution we will have a certain
set of milestones and deliverables i also look
for regular meetings and reports basically
outlining work done, work to do, any
problems encountered, this is then whee we
change the approach we have to take.

CCP340

Risk analysis is only done at
project initiation risk that do
occur during execution are
addressed as a work around

Q43IV

How do you incentivise academics to
work for you, what it the motivation is
that not a big risk I have a large project
coming in where's my academic?

A43P3

Again we have a pool of not traditional
academics buy those that come from an
industry base and we do have a large pool of
external collaborators that can tribute to
elements of project but not entire projects

CCP341

We have a pool of researcher
who come from industry and
are interested in this work
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P3 Final comment a risk is that
one bad experience with
company in another institute is
that everyone get tarred with

the same brush

PARTICIPANT 4
CODE
QUESTION

CODE

Q1IV

P4 Please start by telling me you roles
and responsibilities

A1P4

Before we start this centre wasn't initially a
gateway EI entre it consisted of 3
researchers who were given basic research
grant and formed crest in 2004. During 20042008 I was a senior researchers working on
a number of projects in 2012 we applied for
technology gateway status n and I was
appointed centre manager

Q2IV

Does your role as centre manager
involves liaising with Industry

A2P4

Primarily

Q3IV

Does his involve understanding the
company needs expectations and
translating these into projects

A3P4

Yes and then trying to get the work done
within DIT or the Technology Gateway which
is difficult

Q4IV

You have a problem here in that you
have a lot of projects coming in from
Industry but you are trying to find
academics to do the work. Is this true?

A4P4

In some cases we need to source
academics in other cases we have sufficient
resources with the centre to complete the
work.

Q5IV

I am looking at this in the context of risk
management. You spend a lot of time
talking to industry taking in projects,
planning projects but then you have no
one to do the work.

A5P4

This was a case previously we we lost 60 k
due to a project where someone was hired
but didn't turn up. Projects was eventually
resourced using existing post grads, they
delivered the but knock on effect was that it
was that the project was under budget and
overhead were lost

I know in industry they can be very
rigorous in terms of how they manage
risk: Is there any risk mitigation
strategies that you deploy For example
you have a key researcher what
94 | P a g ehappens if they leave, is there a risk
mitigation or is there fire fighting when it

A7P4

At the moment we have a centre plan and a
strategic plan we also have an systems
which documents our key strengths,
documented skill sets and because we are
ISO 9001 we have to identify risk as part of
that. As a result of ISO 9001 we must always
have a set of skills in the centre we must

Q6IV

ANSWER

CODE

OPEN CODING

CCP41

Very senior researcher limited
industry experience

CCP41

Trying to get work done very
difficult with Academics

CCP41

ISO9001 accredited
which
involves
setting
out
risk
mitigation strategies for staff
funding projects

happens.

have at least 3 people who have the skills
that are able to work on any instrument
device or capability.

Q7IV

That's very interesting as you metion
9001 as far as I‘m aware are you're the
only Gateway with this accreditation

A8P4

That is correct Tyndall have it in Cork but it
applies at different levels. There are a few in
the Gateways that are bringing it on board as
they recognise there is value in it.

CCP42

More ISO accreditation being
deployed

Q8IV

So ISO includes risk mitigation risk
analysis for safety but does it include it
for project management

A9P4

On a day to day basis no. Our biggest risk
was resources to mitigate against this we
have awarded 5 year contracts which mean
we can bring in people enabling the
development of a fluid team once projects
are continuously available
: :Last time we interviewed we created a
panel so if someone is no longer available
we can go back to the panel to find if they are
still interested

CCP43

Project management isn't our
biggest risk

CCP44

Resources are biggest risk
Including 5 years contracts

CCP45

Also created a
researchers after
had taken place

CCP46

Project manager for
projects under 6 weeks

CCP47

No formal risk analysis it’s
about who can do the job

Q9IV

So that mitigated the risk of short term
contracts and staff leaving

A10P4

Q10IV

how many projects are you undertaking
at the moment

A11P4

Live projects 10-15 calls jobs (contract
research) If you add state funded research
innovation vouchers, feasibility partnerships
10-12.

Q11IV

That a massive portfolio of projects who
manages the project .

A12P4

The Industrial unfunded state jobs we have a
consultancy manager she won't be doing the
technical work

Q12IV

So you have a dedicated project
manager to look after the jobs:

A13P4

Q13IV.

Is there a risk assessment done on
these small projects

A14P4

Yes: So as a project manager she looks after
project
management
deliverables
or
milestones time, scope quality and cost. But
in terms of jobs the projects are quite short
up to 6 weeks. We have a weekly meeting
where she has a master document
containing a status of where they are
Not a formal risk assessment this would be a
case of can be do it
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panel of
interviews

short

Q14IV

Forr the larger projects ie not the jobs
who manages those.

A15P4

Q15IV

where does your steering committee
came into this, do they help to de risk to
devise strategy

A16P4

Q16IV:

That in itself is looking at risks that
could adversely affect the centre would
it be far to say that this is not
characterised
as
formal
risk
management.

A16P4

Q17IV

Who are you major stakeholders

A17P4

first and foremost the Institute then the
various school and director of research .
After that our major funded EI is a
stakeholder and Head of the Gateway. We
also have the steering committee then the
industrial stakeholders.

Q18IV

And your PIs and staff ? It appears to
be a complicated stakeholder map. You
also have a TTO office are they a
stakeholder

A18P4

Yes the head of commercialisation is on the
steering committee
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It depends on the size of the project. For
European Projects we have a research
manager. Because of commercial sensitivity i
would also be involved in those quite heavily
Yes they do not in terms of risk in respect to
particular projects; their job is to look at the
centre and how it is managed in terms of
resources, are we getting work in, what type
of work we are undertaking.
These i a risk and contingencies on all
projects but first and foremost they are
concerned with resources to ensure the long
term viability of the centre that in itself is
driven by the balance sheet.

CCP48

Depends on the size of project
for EU dedicated PM centre
manager also involved

CCP48

Steering committee does not
look at risks only operational
issues

CCP49

Major risks to projects are
resources

CCP410

Stakeholders are PIs Staff TTO
office
Head
of
commercialisation Institute EI
Industry
and
steering
committee

Q19IV

what are you critical to success factors.

A19P4

Within the ISO system we have 7 key metrics
spinouts
prototypes
patents
licences
publications and projects.

Q20IV

Therefore do you run the risk for
example you have metrics from EI who
can be quite aggressive you have the
TTO office who need their metrics is
there a conflict?

A20P4

Not really there is synergy we meet about 2025 % of TTO metrics

Q21IV

Is a pressure to deliver a project when it
isnt suitable

A21P4

if the project isn't suitable we won't do it full
stop if for instance all projects come under
our ISO so something is required out of all
projects such as IDFs particular for larger
projects such as innovation partnerships

Q22IV

Does that pressure create risk we need
to create something out of this even
though it's not possible.

A22P4

No the project is first assessed if it's not
possible we don't force someone to create
something if it doesn't work it doesn't work.

Q23IV

Take me through the process you
contact the company, they have a
defined need, you can match it. Do you
discuss risks at this stage i.e. how risky
is this project

A23P4

We have discussions of the nature if you
need it we can do it . In terms of risk we’ll
bring them through what services we offer
and what state funding is available.

Q24IV

as a mechanism to commercially derisk
the project ?

A24P4

Q25IV

so we get past the relationship building
stage the feasibilities are done which
risks a lot of the technical aspects now

A25P4
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CCP411

Metrics spinouts prototypes
patents licences publications
and projects.

CCP412

No pressure to undertake risky
projects even for metrics

Taking the voucher the financial risk is next
to zero again with the feasibility studies. After
that you are onto the larger projects but really
the larger projects are undertaken after going
through feasibilities or vouchers and through
this you get to know people and technically
derisk the project

CCP413

Use of state funding derisk
technical aspects of projects

Yes a lot of the paperwork proposals have
risk build into it and it outlines what are your
risks and what are you contingencies .

CCP414

A lot of funding proposal have
risk analysis templates included
so formal risk mitigation is done

you're in the larger 18 month projects.
Is there formal risk analysis then done.
We understand this is R&D and
therefore high risk but do we
breakdown the risk understand them
and mitigate them formally at that stage
before starting the project

during planning

Q26IV

Therefore after this process you know
you risk you know your mitigation
strategy and you know when they are
likely to occur

A26P4

yes we scale them high medium and low

CCP415

Some form of qualitative risk
analysis

Q27IV

How closely do you collaborating
companies work with you in terms of
project management and risk analysis.
Do they come with a project plan that
they are happy with sign off on it and
come back in 18 months or do they
actively managing the project.

A27P4

: There are all scales of engagement
fundamentally, nobody gives you money and
comes back at end of the project. They are
looking for regular updates usually monthly.
Short projects such as vouchers may be
weekly reports. For longer projects regular
meetings once a month

CCP416

Industry activity / engagement
varies depending on size of
project

Q28IV

What happens when there is diversion
from the plan ie there is scope creep,
budget etc

A28P4

The Budget is the least worry unless the
company is in financial difficulty. Time is also
less of an issue as you have the option of a
no cost extension from EI.

CCP417

Time scope creep is less of an
issue as there can be no cost
project extensions from EI

Q29IV

I’m assuming companies come in here
and have a defined need, they don't
have the technical expertise in house
so they approach your institute . Do
they understand the risk do they
participate in risk analysis or is it up to
your centre.

A29P4

: You put a plan together and they look and
what we can and can't do. One of the
greatest risks is from the companies barrier
market to entry. If that company has
understood that they would have addressed
one of the greatest risks Initial discussions
identify problems with projects and these are
essentially the risks.

CCP418

Companies
not
usually
concerned with technical risk
one of their concerns is barrier
to market entry. They do not
write the plan but approve it

Q30IV

Say you are under pressure for a metric
is there a risk that doing a full risk
assessment on a project could

A30P4

You are bound to do a full risk assessment
otherwise than there would be is no point
undertaking the project. Because when

CCP419

Risk assessment has to take
place otherwise blame enters if
project fails
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terminate the project before it begins.

things go wrong the blame games starts
which requires as scapegoat.

Q31IV

Do you define yourself as risk averse
risk neutral or a risk taker .

A31P4

Q32IV

&D i one of the highest risk project
there are a lot of uncertainties should
risk management be even addressed in
R&D

A32P4

Q33IV

There is a school of thought that risk
management stifles creativity and
innovation

A33P4

There are dreamers and builders. Dreamers
the fundamental researchers risk normally
does not apply for the builders i.e. applied
researchers usually risk is an important
element of what they do When you are doing
projects for companies such as applied
research there is very little room for risk.

Q34IV

As an SMA is 80% funded under an
innovation partnerships do they actively
mitigate against risk. Do they care
about risk because it has been
mitigated financially

A34P4

Q35IV

Q36IV what was your greatest risk to
you centre to you projects to you long
term survivability

A35P4
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CCP420

Institute is risk averse and
project evaluated through a
number of ethical and financial
committees

This comes back to an early discussion some
companies are highly driven and do not want
to waste a penny in that case there is very
little risk. Other companies realise it's very
risky if it doesn't happen as long as they
learn from it and knowledge is created. If
there is no output and no communication
then you're in trouble some companies are
risk takers and the risk is transferred from the
centre to the company. Risk is accepted by
the companies

CCP421

CCP 419 Risk is accepted by
companies but if it too risky
they won't take it on. It depend
on companies attitude to risk.

You have to look at where the centre resides
within the research ecosystem If you cannot
generate external finance you can't survive.

CCP422

Competition from other similar
research centres and lack of
funding

We work here in an institute that i completely
risk averse irrespective of my attitude I have
to work through a process. The Projects are
evaluated through ethical and financial
committee commercialisation people have to
look at it. Issues where a liability can be
brought to the institute is a huge problem.
yes it has too

One of the things I have to look at is the five
year plan where is research going in Ireland.
12 years ago there was a lot of money for
blue sky and less for applied but returns were
minimal. Therefore to minimise risk money
was focused on industrial applied research.
Availability of funding is going to be the
greatest risk to us due to saturation of
research infrastructure in Ireland. In some
specialties such as pharma there is synergy
and collaboration. My fear in materials there
is no such grouping.
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PARTICIPANT 5
CODE
QUESTION

CODE

Q1IV

For the record could you state you
formed
name
and
role(confidential).

A1P5

Q2IV

What was the purpose of the
technology centre

A2P5

Q3IV

did you actively seek projects
externally to the centre

A3P5

yes there was an open call for proposals
whereby the industry partners would come in
either invited by the academic and
approaching
us
seeking
commercial
partners to kick off the projects.

Q4IV

R&D projects tend to be the most
high risk projects is there any
formal risk analysis done in the
initial stages when you get the
academic and private companies
do you start discussing risks
around the projects.

A4P5

Q5IV

And that was a very formal
process when you had to identify
the risk do you had to perform any
type of risk mitigation strategy
such as ranking

A5P5
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ANSWER

CODE

AXIAL CODING

CP51

Experienced

CP52

Commercialisation of research

; Yes risk sits front and centre it front and
centre we had a formal proposal that was a 2
stage process. We required risk in our
projects in order to be compliant with state
aid so if the projects were not risky than the
level of grant would be inappropriate.
Therefore it was double edged we had to
ensure there was adequate risk that it was
still considered research and not just product
development and at the same time we had to
identify those risk in order to manage them
through the project life cycle.

CP53

Very formal risk done at initial
evaluation of projects

That was the second stage of the process it's
what you do with the company. In terms of
risk mitigation the first set of proposal were
scrutinized and then a second set of proposal
were selected. Based on technical risk and

CP54

Risk register deployed during
project selection

Basically executive management of the
centre so over all responsibility for everything
from operational and strategic within the
centre reporting to the board of directors
which including an industry steering board
which consisted of companies and academic
representatives.
was on commercialisation of research and
increase the amount of industry engagement
and adoption of research output from
nanotech researchers

business risk but then we also had a
resource risk . What we did in both the
selection of the project and execution of the
project we had risk mitigation throughout for
example in the selection of the projects the 2
page expression of interest mitigated the risk
that people would spend a lot of time drafting
proposals which were ultimately incompatible
with our finding model. When it came to full
scale project management risk within our 1020 page proposal for funding we had a risk
table embedded within that document and
that table was there to identify what were the
biggest risks to the project and how were
they going to be addressed.
Q6IV

So that was an extremely formal
process: after that you were
awarded the technology centre
status and awarded a number of
projects did companies contribute
to funding of projects

A6P5

The companies funded approximately 15% of
the project activity.

Q7IV

How active were the companies in
the project management we now
have gone beyond the stage of
selection and risk mitigation and
removal of projects that aren't
suitable. Who manages the
existing projects

A7P5

the projects were managed by the PI but the
more successful projects were co managed
by the industry partner and PI

CP55

PI were involved in project
management

Q8IV

So in some cases the companies
took a very active interest into
putting someone in there to
manage the project. Was that
necessary?

A8P5

No it wasn't necessary but it was
recommended so some companies for
example would have resources to put people
in who could be very hands on but you could
probably draw a straight line through the

CP56

companies were encouraged to
actively participate

CP57

Correlation between project
success and amount of industry
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amount of technology delivered to the
company and the amount of project
management hours spent by the company on
the project there is a correlation there from
what we saw.
Q9IV

engagement

I did come across some individual
views that the level of project
management maturity of a PI is
quite low
So it does make sense that there
is
industry
experience
in
management expertise or co
management; that would make
the project stronger

A9P5

Yeah that's true yeah

CP58

level of academic project
management maturity is low

A10P5

CP59

The qualities required for good
project management are not
necessarily those that make a
good researcher

Q11IV

Usually the PM is not doing the
technical work but is usually a
technical expert.

A11P5

Q12IV

So You has started the centre,
you had selected the suitable
projects we said that the projects
have been managed or co
managed. Were the project risk
continuously assessed in terms of
technical risks and other risk.

A12P5

I think from my experience this is true for
sure generally speaking I would separate this
by academic or industry but there is a lot of
people who think they can do project
management naturally without any training or
any disciplines or how to do good project
management and probably fair to say most
academic researchers are not even of a
mentality or a personality that makes them
good project managers . What I mean by that
is a good academic is probably a very
creative free thinking on the spur of the
moment individual whether a really good
project
manager
has
very
good
communications skills and a very disciplined
personality so they are opposite personality
types.
This is the same in academia the PI usually
doesn't do the work but manages the
postgrads. But the best project are managed
by PIs and industry
Yeah so our approach to risk assessment
was on the basis of assumption based
planning which was something based on
DARPA the defence agency in the US
specifically to manage high risk projects
where the risks are high. assumption based
planning is a very good mechanism for

CP58

Project risk was continually
access
using
Assumption
based planning

Q10IV
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Q13IV.

Is that the responsibility of the PI

A13P5

Q14IV

You as director and your board of
directors don't get involved in the
technical side of the projects
mainly the risk associated with the
centre and the risk associated
with continued funding of the
centre is that ture

A14P5

It may be said that academics
have a lot of tight deadlines
working with industry and this
type of project management and
risk management takes away from
their time. It also brings increased
pressure. Is this a fair comment

A15P5

Q15IV
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controlling high risk research projects and the
basis of that approach is you identify the top
5 technical assumptions you are making from
the start of the project or business that would
have the biggest impact on the ultimate
deliverable and the project plans is arranged
to double check or confirm that those
assumptions are correct
No the responsibility of the PI and the
company

CP59

Risk planning was both the
responsibility of the PI and the
company
Direct
correlation
between
company involvement and rate
of technical transfer to the
company

As I said we see a direct correlation between
the amount of direct company involvement
and the rate of success of technical transfer
to the company and our role transitioned
from setting the centre up to then ensuring
that the centre stakeholder really were really
bought into the projects including investing in
the projects including time and resources.
And if we found that the projects tended to
deliver even if the technology didn’t work the
company got more out of the project than
anticipated

CP510

CP511

Even it project didn't work close
involvement
meant
the
company
extracted
some
knowledge and relationship
was protected

Yes

CP512

Risk management takes up
research time

Q16IV:

So there is a kind a level is there
not between the level of risk
management
and
project
management you do and can do
within an academic environment

A16P5

It's a question in my view of optimising
whatever time you spend on risk
management so if you spend you time on
warning reports on updating risk reports then
that is going to consume a lot of time. So for
me the key thing is fast frequent
communications between the company and
the researchers so that if a risk is
materializing
the
company and
the
researcher get to talk about the risk and
possible mitigation

Q17IV

Are some companies engaged or
others disengaged

A17P5

Yes

Q18IV

Are there some companies who
get more involved such as
Multinational HPSU SMES

A18P5

No its size agnostic it's not a function of the
company's size its a function of the
individuals involved from the company side
and more importantly the mandate that those
individuals have from the company. So if the
project is being done as a high priority it gets
people involved

Q19IV

Scope creep can be a problems
with academics as they may see
others way of doing things thus
affecting deliverables how do you
control that?

A19P5

that just a matter of deliverables and when
are they due

Q20IV

I asked this question before but
how do you engage your
academics pure applied research
may not have the pressures
associated with milestones and

A20P5

what i found quite frankly that the senior
academics who are competitive and at the
top stages of their careers where they are
seeking out big high profile international
research grants or big high profile domestic
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CP513

Fast communication between
researcher
and
company
reduces time spent on risk

CP514

No correlation between size of
company
and
level
of
engagement.

CP515

The Priority of the project is key
determining point of level of
engagement

CP516

Use of early to mid level
postgrads senior PI often not
interested.
Reward
for
researchers could be a position
in the company

deliverables for industrial research
how to you keep you academics
engaged

Q21IV

So you not talking about senior
academics doing the projects but
maybe mid career

A21P5

Q22IV

I've asked about how engaged
your companies are there appears
to be a spectrum of engagement .
When things go wrong as they do
in
R&D
and
relationships
breakdown who manages the
relationship .

A22P5

Q23IV

You have been under pressure to
meet EI metrics did that in itself
create a risk in the context of
taking on projects that may not be
suitable for the centre

A23P5
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grants like SFI. The pressure on the industry
projects are the same whether they are
postdoc or PI but the reward is different. So
the reward for an early stage researcher or
mid stage researcher is securing a long term
partnership with a company can be very
significant. The reward for a senior academic
is limited. Therefore it is a waste of time
bringing high pressure short deadline
projects to people who don't get a lot out of
them.
Senior postdocs who are looking to make an
impact or build a relationship with industry
and who have enough technical credibility to
be able to run the project with the guidance
where necessary of a PI. But really we found
the most productive projects were those
undertaken by early mid to senior stage
academics early stage tenure
: Executive management have a role to play
in that so we positioned ourselves as a
centre as a mediator between the companies
and research providers so we were
effectively offering a service to the
companies where we would mediate
between industry and the research
community. Our approach was to remain
strongly independent of both sides so if
academic had problems with their companies
they could come to us. Is companies had
problems with their academics they could
come to us and we could mediate a solution.
I guess that was is a risk there but we had a
good industry board who had a very clear
objectives for the centre it terms of what we
wanted to get done and that was something
that mitigated that risk. We turned down a lot
of projects with average acceptance rate of

CP517

Most
productive
projects
undertaken by mid to senior
post docs

CP518

Need for metrics created a risk

CP519

Good board of directors helped
to mitigate against this

about 30%
Q24IV

How many projects did you have
going on
These are high value projects
over 180K or smaller?

A24P5

Ultimately over 5 years we did 22 projects

A25P5

No on average total project size was about
150

Q26IV

We talked about the individual
projects risks holistically what was
the biggest risk to the centre

A26P5

Ironically is was our the thing we had most
value in which was our independence
So the reason for that for that was ultimately
we ended up with a model which was new to
the system we were very industry friendly but
independent of industry and independent of
academics. The Model was extremely
successful we exceeded every metric that we
were set by EI over 5 years

CP520

Independence from Industry
and the Institute was key to the
centre performance

Q27IV

So you essentially acted as
brokers you went to industry, here
are the competencies we have
and then trying to match their
problems with their industry needs

A27P5

In the centre we had resources the research
infrastructure and industry base. We
provided a mechanism for industry who had
the need to much more easily access the
academic who had the technical solutions

CP517

Centre catered as a broker for
Industry
Academic
collaborations

Q28IV

There was an underlying theme
that I became aware of that
academics weren't interested in
industry research they were flaky
to a certain extent

A28P5

I disagree with that strongly you can't
categorise academia as a group and you
can't categorize industry as a group. There
are a lot of companies who are not interested
or not able to do research and a lot of
academics who are not interested or able to
undertake industry research so you have a
dual side where the academic isn't able or
the industry is mature enough to extract the
outputs.
We turned down a lot of Industry projects
based on the fact that they weren't research
projects but were essentially subsided
product development projects and we turned
down industry on the basis that they weren't

CP521

Disagreed with Academics as
being flaky

CP522

Companies may not be mature
enough to be able to engage in
academic
industry
collaborations

Q25IV
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willing to put enough involvement into the
project. We try to be independent and fair to
both sides. To go back to the overall risk to
the centre when we set up our centre we
identified both risk and opportunities we did a
swot as part of that process risk that we
identified and we determined that we would
be independent of both side and therefore we
would be exposed we could not have
research institution who would feel they were
not there for both partners
Q29IV

So you were independent from EI
as you funder which has a
proposed model with objectives
but they give you the flexibility to
develop a system that would
make this interaction work.

A29P5

We developed a system and our system was
specific to materials, we were looking at the
problem of material development and
transfer that was our boundary conditions but
this independent model ended up being risky
because inevitably decisions would be made
on refunding and at that stage you need
backers and we would be exposed because
universities wouldn't feel like they owned us
and there would not protect us and also the
only way we could mitigate risk was to
exceed our metrics.

CP523

The Independence model was
unique and initially opposed by
by exceeding metrics thus
satisfying stakeholders

Q30IV

You talk about independence but
you were hosted by the academic
institute but they had little control
over you. How was that managed

A30P5

CP524

Independence from the host
institute was achieved by
having institute members on the
board of directors

Q31IV

there are a number of technology

A31P5

they had seat on the \industry board which
set and approved our agenda but they had
no excessive control. We had to adhere to
their employment rules apart from that there
was no executive control To be far to the
executives from
the university they
understood the model in the end. The model
over delivered eventually and is now being
adopted in Europe has been endorsed by the
European commission as the correct model
and the EU are now putting in funding
schemes to replicate the model we put in
place
Yes but to lesser and greater extents but we
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centres across the country do
they follow your model

were the most independent we took that as a
core value other technology centre are most
hosted by their host institutes

Q32IV

therefore cultural influence and
attitude to risk was irrelevant from
your host

A32P5

Yes

Q33IV

What was your attitude to risk

A33P5

Q34IV

What were your critical success
factors:

A34P5

we were quite clear that we couldn't be doing
5 year plus research because that's the
mandate of SFI and we could not be doing
product development as that's the mandate
of EI and our specific place within the
ecosystem was within those 2 boundaries.
We believe if we're doing research for
companies company would come along and
say we think if you could do this we would be
interested and a lot of our model was around
derisking. Any further projects not core
funded by the centre such as innovation
partnership was moved outside of centre but
they still worked with the same researchers.
At the start a lot of four projects were
extremely high risk so you don't have to put
any money in up front and as the project
progresses company contributions increased.
the project champions within each company
can then bid for internal funding with more
confidence
That model was very important because it
allowed companies to start projects that
might not otherwise have been willing to take
on. If we didn't have our own funding we
wouldn't have been successful. We didn't
expect impact metric until years 3-5 and not
0-3 years as it takes that long for applied
research, so having the same metric set for
the same years doesn't make any sense.
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P525

Our
model
derisked
the
research process in the initial
stages companies didn't fund
the project until some results
we
delivered.
As
more
deliverables were produced
companies then funded in
incremental levels

CP526

Having our own funding and
being enabled to implement our
model of independence were
are CSFs

Q35IV

When you look at the centre and
centre
activities
you
were
materials development how did
you stay within that narrow
spectrum of research

A35P5

it's not a narrow spectrum we have a wide
and diverse application of those materials.
Our mandate was to get more advanced
materials into industry and we determine
what sectors would deliver these materials
into based on amount of companies in
Ireland.

Q36IV

Diversification was therefore a
strategy

A36P5

It was both a necessity because if we
focussed on two small s sector we would
have too few companies. So in order to grow
our industry base we had to diversify

Q37IV

Who were your stakeholders

A37P5

Executive management, academic host,
TTO, industry partners, state agencies;
specifically EI

Q38IV

Was there an alignment across all
stakeholder

A38P5

No

Q39IV

how did you attempt to achieve
this

A39P5

We started with a blank page with a big
difference in opinion with the university and
research providers as to what was needed.
All recognised the problem and all saw the
research centre as a different shaped animal.
Industry see it as a means to get there hands
on 5 million euro worth of state funding to be
used as industry felt as it should be used. EI
say it as a way of building their pipeline of
innovation partnerships and to politically
address the SFI move into applied research.
The University say it as a pool of money
which belonged to them for them to spend as
they say fit on research guided by Industry.
In the end we had to align the stakeholders
by deploying an independent model.
Communication was best approach for EI in
terms of long term gain over short term
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CP527

Diversification away from initial
research themes enabled us to
grow

CP528

Stakeholder alignment was
difficult. Communication was
key to alignment. Ultimately the
success of the metrics aligned
the stakeholders

result. An understanding from Industry that
state aid rules applied and that they had no
problem providing money once they had data
on the table that was relevant.
Q40IV

Is there any other problems i
should ask you about risk
management within the centre

A40P5

think one of the biggest risk we identified in
our projects is that people tend to partner
with an individual company and ultimately
develop a solution that is incompatible with
translation to an industry sector largely
because they are not aware of the full supply
chain

Q41IV

Is that extracting the technical
information and commercialising it

A41P5

Usually it's down to someone developing
something that cannot be produced
economically
or
from
a
regulatory
perspective or in a realistic time frame

Q42IV

But surely if the industry partners
are aligned with the project they
should be able to derisk it

A42P5

Q43IV

Is it very formal if you look at
PMBOK model where you plan,
identify, quantify qualify etc. Do
you have a risk register and do
you you mitigate or do you use
an intuitive process that has been
developed in house

A43P5
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CP529

Big risk was developing a
technology that is incompatible
with the supply chain cannot be
manufactured or transferred to
the company

Yes and that's why we insisted a supply
chain partnership on all of our projects. The
best thing for risk mitigation is to get more
eyes on the technology earlier

CP530

To mitigate against this we
insisted on supply chain
partnerships on all our projects

There is 2 levels how do you build a model
what should it address this is strategic. Ask a
lot of people of lot of questions and see what
the common answers at the project level we
identify top risks and severity high medium
low. We identify the impact of that risk as
high medium and low and then concentrate
on the high high. That’s from a practical
project risk management perspective We had
a lot of cynicism from the academic that it
was all pain and no gain with the model but
at the end a survey demonstrated 95 % of
partners were very satisfied with this model
because we minimised the reporting but
increased deadlines. Much softer reporting

CP531

By
eliminating
as
much
paperwork reporting and risk
management as possible we
received more buy in from the
academics

structure
with
meetings
and
rapid
communication than significant formal reports
to Enterprise Ireland

PARTCIPANT 6
CODE
QUESTION

CODE

Q1IV

For the record could you describe A1P6
you job and position

Q2IV

How many industry funded projects A2P6
would you undertake

Q3IV

Do you think that leveraging A3P6
government
money
mitigates
against risk because 80 % of it
funded. Do you think that the
contract research contracts have
come from the government funding.
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Have they build a relationship with
you that they were confident that the
relationship has been derisked.

ANSWER

CODE

OPEN CODING

I was a technology gateway manager. I CP61
was in that position for 2 years and I was
the first manager. My experience would
have involved setting up IMAR creating
the brand, pushing the brand and
engaging with a new cohort of
companies. IMAR traditionally focuses
across companies in manufacturing,
agriculture, food, and pharmaceuticals
but very much with a manufacturing and
process efficiency theme or drive.
in any given 12 month period we did a CP62
number of projects and i categorized
them in order of cost. So in a typical year
we would have up to 20 projects under
€7,000 and then projects ranging under
€20,000 we would have anything up to
15, most of those would come with
government engagement and funding.
The Privately funded ones we had 0 in
year one but once the brand was
promoted we had 5 or 6 in year 2 .

Experienced

: It very much depends on the company I CP64
found with some companies they use
government funding to do a small body
of work and never return. Most of the CP65
larger companies I found like the
multinational have their own money, they CP66
do not want to engage with government
funding for the simple reason that IP may
be diluted in some way or that the IP had

Relationship building model

Significant
evident

engagement

One off work
Multinationals IP is an issue

to remain under the ownership of the
Institute . Then there were a lot of
companies in the automotive and
agricultural industry that would engage
using government funding and would
view that as a test if you can complete
this project well and on time then they
will start investigating.
Q4IV
Q5IV

A4P6
Is it a relationship building process.
What was you centre management A5P6
structure in terms of who managed
you centre who were your major
stakeholders.

Yes it would be.
In terms of managing the centre I was
the manager in place for 2 years my
duties would have entailed business
development going out meeting new
clients and seeing if we could engage
and if we couldn't engage finding
someone who could within the
technology gateway network. Also I was
in charge of the administrative side of
staff making sure they were okay
ensuring when their contracts ran out
there would be another job or contract.
Also from a governance structure I
reported into a steering committee and
the institute

Q6IV

We have talked about you centre A6P6
structure we talked about your
stakeholders what were the risk to
the centre operation

risks were the centre was funded for 5 CP67
years and the point of the centre was to
make itself sustainable. In my view in
order to make it sustainable we needed a
mixture of basic and applied research CP68
and
relevant
industry
research.
Obviously that would mean that some of
work we did for industry was operational CP69
I preferred to keep away from industry
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Although remit was short
term industry interaction a
fundamental program was
required to build for the
future
Steering committee was not
involved in risk

until be had something we could gain
traction with within Industry. One of the
major risks I would have found was P610
bridging that divide

Self sustaining in 5 years

Q7IV

and that's interesting because there A7P6
is a perception that academics are
flaky and that they're not able to
deal or don't want to deal with
industry due to the time constraints
pressures associated with Industry
is that a fair assessment is that
something that you disagree with.

As a research institute we are trying to CP611
engage the academic staff and linking
their skills with Industry needs. I would
have found certain academics while very
intelligent innovative and creative would
not have been an industry facing person.

Problem matching academia
with industry

Q8IV

How would you incentivise a A8P6
researchers to engage in an
industry project who is not getting
paid and which could be considered
a high pressure project.

Honestly I think it a character trait some CP612
people are interested in research there
are scientists who enjoy learning new
things and exploring things and the work
they're interested in they like seeing
adopted in industry.

Some researchers like to
see real world application of
science

Q9IV

Did you get fortunate that you had A9P6
people like that in the centre did you
have to cajole people, did you hire
people

One the centre directors were industry CP613
researchers and I used their experience
to select the right candidates or those
academic staff who'd like to do research
but didn't know how. May job then is to
understand what their skill sets are and
then matching these with industry needs.
Or I'll start them with small projects and
there was a hand holding exercise at the
start I say it as a training exercise

Small scale industry projects
leading
to
larger
engagements
particularly
with younger researchers
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Q10IV

You are the business development A10P6
manager and you run the centre
and you identify companies that you
think your competencies fit. This
eventually translates into a project.
Who manages this project.

As centre manager I would have had CP614
project overview as an exception
manager. The main Project manager
would be the PI or senior researcher

Project management is done
by PI

Q11IV

Was there someone with that high A11P6
level of project management
experience did you have a PMO for
example

not an official one but i had 2 people who CP615
spent time within industry who were
fantastic project managers. But the PI did CP616
the majority of the project management,
but once per week within the centre we
all sat down across the table had a chat CP617
about how things were going.

No PMO

You meet with the company to A12P6
discus competencies and talk about
potential projects do you discuss
risk at that point. Is risk something
you bring to the table at this juncture
when you start to formulate a
project.

Risk is always in mind when you decide CP618
what you can take on and what you can
take on. The first point of risk analysis CP619
matching competencies. That an intuitive
feeling from knowing your competencies
and your culture but there’s no formal CP620
risk assessment at this juncture, no risk
register or anything like that. It's based
on intuitive understanding of the
capabilities of the centre But as the
project proposal gains momentum then
there will be a formal ris meeting which
would include all the staff from the centre
and the operational staff from the centre.

Risk addressed informally

Is it ongoing risk analysis as you A13P6
know from R&D there are unknown
unknowns do you have a constant
risk assessment and how to work
around them.

Yes

Q12IV

Q13IV.
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regular meeting

Project
immature

management

Intuitive

Matching competencies with
need biggest risk

Q14IV

Q15IV

Q15IV But this is reactive as A14P6
opposed to proactive

How involved are industry does it A15P6
vary
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it is because like you said there are CP6201
unknown unknowns and that's all you
can do at a project proposal at best is
that we have a weekly meeting CP622
scheduled. It is an operational project
you can put a plan in place and identify CP623
risk and to mitigate if it does happen
when its research Workaround solution CP624
you can't. You just have to be vigilant
and have constant meetings and it
something does come up handle it then.

Risk
identified
during
initiation and planning

it very much varies some of the CP625
companies we dealt with were going
through a restructuring process so we
had very little engagement. They
expected the R&D to take place in the
academic institute and bring in the end
deliverables. Other companies we dealt
with there was constant engagement
meetings or phone call once per week.

Industry involvement varies
from little to weekly meetings

Not ongoing
No register
Reactive risk mitigation

Q16IV:

What were the nature of the A16P6
meeting.
Project
management
milestones etc ?

General progress how are you doing can
I get you anything do you need anything

Q17IV

Q18IV you said there is a A17P6
divergence in companies getting
involved can these be broken down
into
small,
large,
medium
companies is there any particular
type of company that gets more
involved than any other
Do they get engaged themselves A18P6
personally

Start up companies like to engage due to CP626
the free 5k innovation voucher.

Q18IV
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too much I found it very difficult because
the nature of a start-up is that they i have
a product or prototype and they are
looking for a market where the
multinational will find a market and then
develop a product so the multinational
know what they want in advance. A lot of
the smaller companies they continuously
want to change the scope or a little piece
of their prototype so there was a lot more
engagement and from a profitability and
time perfective they were difficult there
were not a cash cow. A tremendous

Start
ups
particular

engage

in

amount of time is invested
Q19IV

Q20IV

When you are doing a risk A19P6
assessment which risks were most
relevant both to the projects and the
centre you would have obviously
look at the strategic risk to the
centre and how are we are going to
grow. What did you find were most
relevant and how did you mitigate
back to the personnel how did you A20P6
mitigate against that
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Very much personnel and keeping CP627
personnel will that person remain in the
centre for the duration of the project. I
found that to be a significant challenge.
Equipment is costly to run and maintain.

Keeping personnel a major
risk

A21P6 firstly it's very difficult to keep CP628
good people and the nature of small
projects it's very difficult to keep rolling
the contracts. The Institute is a
government body and there are
regulation about pension provisions,
contracts of indefinite duration . The way
to mitigate against these risks is if you
had these really big projects like
innovation partnerships you could
guarantee a potentially 18 -24 month
contract. This is also a big up skill for the
scientist which is a career enticement.
Also European funding does bring more
long term sustainable funding.

Difficult to mitigate, try to get
large long term projects

Q21IV

What about your project pipeline A21P6
you are always under pressure from
EI who are always very metrics
driven which depends on your
pipeline what risk did you see in you
project pipeline and how did you
mitigate against pipeline collapse or
failure

It a very difficult challenge because CP629
you're always pushed to be on the road
to engage with companies yet you have
operational commitment back in the
centre

Difficult to mitigate against
collapse of pipeline

Q22IV

would you consider yourself as A22P6
being risk averse or neutral and
would take on high risk projects that
potentially lead to a metric but have
a high risk of failure

At times you are forced into that be it CP630
politics be it metrics being forced into a
project that you would not necessarily
take on. In regards to the company and
the type of engagement some are
aggressive but through the network I
would be able to identify if they were a
suitable partner

At times pressure input to
accept
high
risk
or
unsuitable projects

Q23IV

Was your institute itself risk averse A23P6
what was the culture like

Very much anti risk

CP631

Institute risk averse

Q24IV

Did they support research

At a level yes but a lot for the optics

CP632

CP632 Support for research
by institute was weak

Q25IV

So getting back to risk does your A25P6
steering committee do they look at
any type of risk
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A24P6

They had a dual role, they would have CP633
presented strategic opportunities to me
and risks. I reported to them once a
quarter on metric and they were never CP634
too concerned with metrics they always
said you must focus on the long term
strategic plan. They told me in 3-4 years
time this is where our industries will be
gear you centre and competencies

Steering committee
strategy not risk

was

Conflict between the long
term vision of steering
committee
and
funding
agency

towards this. However, on level you
industry steering group are telling you
one thing but your funding agencies are
telling you something else so you caught
in a difficult place.
Q26IV

with you academics would you A26P6
typically take them at postgraduate
level academic postgraduate level
where would you source them

For the basic applied research project I CP635
much prefer to have academic staff
postdocs

Post docs with industry
experience preferred

Q27IV

Would
they
have
industry A27P6
experience or is that difficult to get
or even necessary

I felt a lot of the projects that these guys CP636
were working on particularly the
fundamental research i didn't see this as
being necessary for them. For the
innovation partnerships or the European
projects we would have expected
industry experience. I feel it give
someone a more rounded skill set, I felt
more conformable bringing them out to
industry because they has a certain level
of business acumen and were able to
understand some of the politics perhaps.
I think with people with strictly academic
experience there is a different language
spoken in the room.

Post docs with Industry
experience
have
more
business acumen

Q28IV

What were the barrier to industry A28P6
engagement

Thrust, as in industry felt that during the CP637
summer that these projects would be
delayed or don't progress they also feel CP638
perhaps and is a very valid concern is
that the academics are hired to teach
and research is seen as perhaps
something as secondary interest. CP639
Companies who engage in research with

Trust is big risk
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Companies see academic
institutes
as
primarily
teaching and not research
Research is a hobby

Q29IV

how do you mitigate against that A29P6
perception

Q30IV

There has been a train of thought A30P6
that has been published that R&D
because it's one of the highest risk
area of project management that
risk management is a waste of time
what are you thoughts on this

Q31IV

Do you think the level of risk A31P6
management is sufficient for the
centres at this moment could it
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third level institutes it's not a hobby for
them so it a serious thing for them. So
initially there was a little bit of mistrust
there also one of the big factors is an
ability to deliver and again that those go
back to thrust
Honestly from the perspective of a CP640
technology gateway you have to distance
yourself from the institute somewhat you
had to say we are but while we are
based in an institute this is what we do
so there is an instance where you have
to distance yourself from the academic
institute. But as time went on as
technology gateway you had quite a bit
to offer the company in terms of training
student placement
Certainly not no, the key to risk
management is communication between
the industry and academic which is
absolutely critical. You can see risks
coming up therefore you can prevent it
from ever becoming an issue. When you
preparing the proposal you have a
generic section where you state risk and
we’ll mitigate in such a way but the
reality is you need the team at
operational level too keep talking.

Dissociation
and
independence from Institute
a mitigation

CP641

Risk it at the forefront of
initial negotiations

CP642

Funding proposal have a
formal
risk
assessment
section

CP644

Ongoing formal
achieved

CP645

Communication
partners mitigates
this

certainly think it would distract from key CP646
research activities

risk

not

with
against

Too much risk mitigation
would distract from research

mature somewhat or would that take
away from the everyday research
activities.
Q32IV

So you think risk management A32P6
should be stripped down keep it
bare be aware of the risk but don't
get too much into risk management

I think the core element of project CP647
management is let's set out a work plan
and two significant constraints for me
were time and cost in any of those were
in trouble I expected to know about that CP648
quite quickly. If you not meeting the
technical
milestones
again
communication with the company is
critical and through dialog compromise is
met. Alo one of the biggest risks I should
have mentioned is reputational damage it
was vey much at the forefront of taking
on a project or not. I’d always err on the
side of caution as to whether we could
take the project on
Again going back to communication. One
Of the biggest problem we had on a
project was scope creep

Q33IV

No matter how good a centre you A33P6
are there will always be problems
with the companies how do you
manage that relationship how do
you derisk that relationship

Q34IV

So therefore do you think elements A34P6
of change control should be
incorporated
you
project
management sytem

Certainly but in smaller projects that level
of management may not be possible

Q35IV

As I understand risk is transferable A35P6
the institute takes no ownership
over risk or failure if the project
doesn't
work
out
they
are
indemnified over any risk

Yes and it's unusual from a centre CP649
manager's perspective you are selling
these competencies to companies yet
the ultimate level the Institute is
completely indemnified limiting risk from CP650
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Big risk is to reputational
damage if project doesn't
work
Dialog and communication
biggest
risk
mitigation
strategy

Risk indemnification
Institute is a problem

from

Government grants mitigate
against this

Q36IV

What
other
risk
have
you A36P6
encountered that I have mention are
in the centre;

Q37IV

How did you mitigate against that A37P6
did you use case studies websites

Q38IV

so in you opinion there is a A38P6
perception that in industry academis
doesn't deliver

their side so from a company perfective
they have no come back or promises or CP651
deliverables being agreed to. So this
may make a company think why I would
engage
with
an
institute.
The
Government grants again certainly help
to mitigate against this And the different
level of funding available enables
relationship and trust building . If there is
a good relationship this is invaluable
I've mentioned risk of reputational
damage, I found risk as being branded
as a third level research unit as being a
risk
Yes but also word of mouth and CP652
presence at different events trade shows
yes and you have to be very careful CP653
about that by branding the tech gateway
as not being part of the institute
CP654

Q39IV

Does that alienate yourself from the A39P6
institute do they support you do they
take an active interest in you

An active interest certainly you
generating finance but they are working
under the constraint of the public service
so again recruitment for small project
was difficult. Industry would have found
this frustrating. The Centre manage
mitigate against this by communication

Q40IV

did you see a correlation between A40P6
company engagement and project
success or would the company to
come back 6 7 weeks later for the
deliverable. Did you find project

The start up companies and HSPUS do CP655
get more involved but company maturity
plays a big factor.
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Building a good relation with
company in important

Independent
promotion
branding and case studies
mitigates
Companies perception that
academic don’t deliver
Branding the centre
independent mitigates

as

Company maturity plays a
big role in success of project

were
more
successful
when
companies were actively involved .

APPENDIX B: AXIAL CODING
An analysis of the open codes themes and words led to the formation of 9 axial codes. The open codes relevant to each axial code are
documented in the table below. Not all codes were used in the results section only those relevant o the research question. Some codes were
combined due to similarity in results such as project risk management and technical risk

AXIAL CODE

OPEN CODE

Project Commercial Risk

CP11, CP12, CP13, CP124, CP26, CP27, CP226, CP237, CP239, CP241 ,CP242 CP42 CP416 CCP418 CP514 CP527 CP529 CP530 CP626 CP629
CP338 CP655

Project /Risk Management

CP18, CP217, CP129 CP130 CP26 CP27 CP28 CP29 CCP210 CCP220 CCP222 CCP224 CCP225 CCP233 CCP234 CCP235 CCP246 CP33 CP35
CP36 CP38 CP311 CCP321 CCP43 CCP47 CCP413 CCP414 CCP417 CP53 CP54 CP55 CP58 CP59 CP525 CP66 6P617 CP615 CP641 CP648

Availability of Resources Risk

CP19 CP222 CP247 CP315 CP316 CP317 CCP41 CCP44 CCP422 CP531 CP628

Suitability of Resources Risk

CP131 CP49 CP58 CP59 CP516 CP517 CP521 CP522 CP527 CP611 CP613 636P5 636P6

Stakeholder Alignment Risk

CP122 CP113 CP528 636P4

Technical Project Risks

CP11 CP120 CP124 CP132 CP134 CP214 CP232 CCP6 CCP238 CCP412 CCP419 CCP421 CP56 CP57 CP510 CP518 CP649

Research Support Risks

CP126 CP135 CP219 CP217 CP216 CP313 CP314 CP520 CP517 CP524 CP526 CP632 CP640 CP652

Risk of Risk Management

CP133 CP512

CSF

CP318 CPP411 CP646
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APPENDIX C: RESEARCH PLAN
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Appendix D: Contact List of Potential Research Participants

Funding Agency

Research Centre

Discipline

Location

Contact Name

Contact Details

Position

SFI

ADAPT

digital content

Trinity College,

Vincent P Wade

vincent.wade@adaptcentre.ie

CEO

and media

Dublin

Brendan Ring

brendan.ring@tcd.ie

Business Development Manager

UCC Cork

Brendan Curran

bcurran@ucc.ie

IP and Industry Relations Manager

Future Networks

Trinity College,

Frank Smyth

frank.smyth@connectcentre.ie

Executive Director

and

Dublin

innovation
SFI

AMBER

Advanced

Trinity College,

materials and

Dublin

Bioengineering
SFI

APC

Functional
Foods

SFI

CONNECT

communications
SFI

CURAM

Medical Devices

NUI Galway

Dr. Neil Ferguson

neil.ferguson@nuigalway.ie

Industry Programme Manager

SFI

iCRAG

Geosciences

UCD Dublin

Dr Jennifer Craig

jennifer.craig@ucd.ie

Centre Manager
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SFI

INFANT

Fetal and

UCC Cork

Neonatal

Dr Anthony Morrissey

anthony.morrissey@ucc.ie

Centre Manager

eamon.o'doherty@insight-

Head of Business Development

-

Research
SFI

INSIGHT

Data Analytics

UCD Dublin

Eamon O ’Doherty -

centre.org
SFI

IPIC

Photonics

Tyndall Institute,

Patrick Morrissey -

Cork

Centre Manager
patrick.morrissey@tyndall.ie

SFI

LERO

Engineering

UL, Limerick

Brendan O’Malley -

SFI

MAREI

Marine

UCC, Cork

Dr Gillian Bruton

brendan.omalley@lero.ie

General Manager

Centre Manager

Renewable
Energy
SFI

SSPC

Pharmaceuticals

UL, Limerick

Jon O’Halloran -

jon.ohalloran@ul.ie

General Manager

EI/IDA

DPTC

Dairy Processing

UL, Limerick

Padraig McPhillips

Padraig.mcphillips@ul.ie

CEO

EI/IDA

TCBB

Biorefining and

NUI Galway

Bart Bonsall

bart.bonsall@tcbb.ie

Director

Information

Maynooth

Martin Delaney

martin.delaney@nuim.ie

Technology leader

technology

University

Nanotechnology

Tyndall Institute.

Alan Hynes

alan.hynes@ccan.ie

Executive Director,

Bioenergy
EI/IDA

EI/IDA

IVI

CCAN

Cork
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EI/IDA

ICOMP

Compositite

UL, Limerick

Terry McGrail

terry.mcgrail@ul.ie

Director

Tyndall Institute.

Donnacha O’Riordan

donnacha.oriordan@mcci.ie

Director

Materials
EI/IDA

MCCI

Microelectronics

Cork
EI/IDA

FHI

Food

UCD Dublin

Jens bleiel

jens.bleiel@ucd.ie

CEO

EI/IDA

IMR

Manufacturing

UCD Dublin

Barry Kennedy

barry.kennedy@imr.ie

CEO

EI/IDA

IERC

Energy

Tyndall Institute

Tony Day

tony.day@ierc.ie

Executive Director

Martyn Farrows

Martyn Farrows@tcd.ie

Centre Director

DCU Dublin

Tony Mcenroe

tony.mcenroe@dcu.ie

Centre Director

UCC, Cork

Peter Cowap

p.cowap@ucc.ie

Centre Director

UL, Limerick

Michael O'Shea

moshea@arch.ie

Centre Director

Cork
EI/IDA

LVC

Learning

Trinity College
Dublin

EI/IDA

IC4

Cloud
Computing

EI/IDA

GRTCT

Financial
Regulatory
Compliance

EI/IDA

ARCH

Connected
Health

EI/IDA

CEADAR

Data Analytics

UCD, Dublin

Edward McDonnell

edward.mcdonnell@ucd.ie

Centre Director

EI/IDA

PMTC

Pharmaceutical

UL, Limerick

Chris Edlin

chris.edlin@ul.ie

Centre Director
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Manufacturing
EI

APT

Polymer

Athlone IT

Sean Lyons

slyons@ait.ie

Gateway Manager

Athlone IT

Anthony Cunningham

acunningham@AIT.ie

Gateway Manager

Research
EI

COMAND

Connected
Media

EI

DAD

Applied Design

Carlow IT

Ailish Delaney

ailish.delaney@itcarlow.ie

Gateway Manager

EI

CAPPA

Light

Cork IT

Liam Lewis

liam.lewis@cit.ie

Gateway Manager

Cork IT

Richard Linger

richard.linger@cit.ie

Gateway Manager

Dublin IT

Brendan Duffy

brendan.duffy@dit.ie

Gateway Manager

Galway/Mayo IT

Eugene McCarthy

eugene.mccarthy@gmit.ie

Gateway Manager

Letterkenny IT

Stephen Seawright

stephen.seawright@lyit.ie

Gateway Manager

Technologies
EI

TEC

Embedded
Systems

EI

CREST

Coatings
Innovation

EI

MET

Medical
Technology

EI

WISAR

Wireless
Technologies

EI

Shannon ABC

Biotechnology

Limerick/Tralee IT

Tim Yeomans

tim.yeomans@staff.ittralee.ie

Gateway Manager

EI

PEM

Engineering

IT Sligo

Alan Hernon

hernon.alan@itsligo.ie

Gateway Manager

EI

MICRA

Biodiagnostics

IT Dublin

Jack McDonnell

Jack.McDonnell@ittdublin.ie

Gateway Manager

EI

IMAR

Intelligent

IT Tralee

Daniel Riordan

daniel.riordan@staff.ittralee.ie

Gateway Manager
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Mechatronics
EI

MSTG

Mobile Services

Waterford IT

Barry Downes

b downes@tssg.org

Gateway Manager

EI

PMBRC

Pharmaceuticals

Waterford IT

Niall O'Reilly

noreilly@wit.ie

Gateway Manager

EI

SEAM

Materials

Waterford IT

Ramesh

rraghavendra@wit.ie

Gateway Manager

Technology
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Raghavendra

